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The Center for Vocational any Technical Education has been established
as an independent unit on The Ohio State University campus with a grant from
the Division of Adult and Vocational Research, U. S. Office of Education.
It serves a catalytic role in establishing a consortium to focus on relevant
problems in vocational and technical education. The Center is comprehensive
in its commitment and responsibility, multidisciplinary in its approach, and
interinstitutional in its program.

The major objectives of The Center follow:

1. To provide continuing reappraisal of the role and function
of vocational and technical education in our democratic
society;

2. To stimulate and strengthen state, regional, and national
programs of applied research and development directed toward
the solution of pressing problems in vocational and technical
education;

3. To encourage the development of research to improve vocational
and technical education in institutions of higher education
and other appropriate settings;

4. To conduct research studies directed toward the development
of new knowledge and new applications of existing knowledge
in vocational and technical education;

5. To upgrade vocational education leadership (state supervisors,
teacher educators, research specialists, and others) through
an advanced study and in-service education program;

6. To provide a national information retrieval, storage, and
dissemination system for vocational and technical education
linked with the Educational Research Information Center
located in the U. S. Office of Education;

7. To provide educational opportunities for individuals contem-
plating foreign assignments and for leaders from other countries
responsible for leadership in vocational and technical education.
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PREFACE

In October 1966, staff members of The Center for Vocational and
Technical Education and of The Administration and Facilities Unit,
School of Education, The Ohio State University, began to work cooperatively
in the development of Vocational-Technical Facility Planning Guides.

To date, the expertise of many vocational educators, school plant
planners, architects, and federal and state department personnel has

been utilized. A total of seven preliminary meetings were held in
January and February in whcih these specialists helped establish guide-
lines to be followed in the composition of facility planning guides.
This report consists primarily of an overview of activities so far completed
on the facilities project, resumes of meetings held, and presentations
given by invited specialists at these meetings.

Recognition is due D.'. Richard F. Meckley, The Center, principal
authof of the progress report, and I. E. Valentine, The Center, and
M. J. Conrad, Administration and Facilities Unit, The Ohio State University,
who served as co-directors of the project. We acknowledge the assistance
and cooperation of Michael Russo, Assistant Director, Facilities Planning
and Development Section, Program Planning and Development Branch, Office
of Education. Appreciation is also expressed to Dr. A. J. Miller,
Specialist in Technical Education, The Center, for reviewing the publica-
tion.

We trust this publication will be of assistance to tha reader in
understanding the developments and progress to date in the facilities
project. It is anticipated that a model facilities planning guide and
specific facilities guides will be issued later.

Robert E. Taylor
Director
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INTRODUCTION

The following reports activities completed thus far on a project which
has as its primary purpose the development of facility planning
guides which will assist in the planning of vocational-technical
facilities. The project is under the co- sponsorship of The Center
for Vocational and Technical Education and The Administration and
Facilities Unit of the School of Education, The Ohio State University.

Rstionnl.e for Protect

The need for vocational and technical education for youth and adults
has become increasingly apparent to both educators and the lay public
in the last several years. Responding to this need, local districts
under the stimulus of state-administered federal funds have begun
taking the necessary steps to make available occupational training
to all who can profit by it.

The Vocational Education Act, passed by Congress in 1963, provided
funds for research into the various aspects of vocational-technical
education and matching funds to local districts for construction
purposes. This Act liailso known as the Perkins Ac0 provided $60
million in fiscal 19 , $118.5 million in fiscal 1965, $177.5 million
in fiscal 1966 and $225 million web fiscal year thereafter. If this

money is not spent lisely, there is the peril of losing this support
for vocational- technical education programs which are so desperately
needed by many young persons who, up to the present time, have been
lamely ignored in America's schools.

Thorough analysis of the desired instructional activities and the
translation of these program elements into detailed written educational
specifications can contribute to the development of more runctional
facilities which will better meet current and changing program needs.
Research and experience have shown that planning manuals and adequate
guide materials improve the quality of educational specifications and
the resulting physical facilities. Such planning guides help the
educational planner to organize 'ate necessary data in order to commu-
nicate better the program needs to the architect. Planning guides

prevent important considerations from being overloCked and architects
welcome the resulting complete educational specifications.

A number or specific planning guides are available for planning mew
specific areas in both elementary and secondary schools, including a
series of "self-help" gemming manuals developed by the Educational
Administration and Facilities Unit of The Ohio State Uhiversity.

2
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However, such specific planning guides are not available to assist in
planning the great array of vocational-technical education facilities.
The guide materials currently available for vocational-technical
education, such a- the TY.S. Office of Education's Basic Planning Gtide
for Vocational and Technical Education Facilities and AVA's Developing
Educatioag1 Specifications for Vocational and Practical,Arts Facilities
are excellent general guides but lack the specificity needed by local

districts to adequately plan vocational-technical facilities.

se and Ohiecthe Pro eat

The primary purpose of the Vocational- Technical Education Facilities
Project is to produce specific planning guides or pamphlets to assist
local school districts in the development of written educational
s"acifications for the many program areas of vocational-technical
education, which in turn will result in more fUnctional facilities
to meet present and future needs. Specific objectives of the project

are:

1) To insure that thorough educational planning is cbne and
detailed educational specifications are produced before
architectural planning is begun.

2) To synthesize and utilize research and development activities
of federal, regional, state and local agencies in the area of
vocational-technical education.

3) To stimulate further research and development activities
into the many facets of planning optimum facilities for
vocational-technical eCucation programs.

4) To define sharply the program elements of vocational-
technical education programs and to differentiate between
common and unique elements.

5) To determine and validate roles of various pluming personnel.

6) lb pronote effective communication between educators and
architects concerning vocational-technical education programs
and facilities.

7) To increase interest in and connitment to improve educational
planning of vocational-technical education facilities.

8) TO test planning concepts, procedures and documents.

9) TO diffuse knowledge and materials gained from the progect.



SWAM OF COMPLETED ACTIVITIES

Many specific problems need to be solved to accomplish project
objectives. To assist in finding solutions to the many problems
related to the overall project, the project staff has end will con-
tinue to utilize the expertise of numerous vocational-technical ed-
ucation specialists, school plant planners, State Department and U.S.
Office of Education personnel, and practicing architects.

The first phase of the project--which is underway--has been devoted
to determining the overall direction of the series of planning guides
and will include the development of at least one planning manual to

serve as a model for developing a full series, which will constitute
the second phase of the project.

A local consortium was organized and met regularly throughout the
planning phase of the project. This working group was composed of
three specialists from The Center for Vocational and Technical
Education, three plant planners from the Educational Administration
and Facilities T. three representatives from the State Department
of Education--two from the Vocational Education Division and one from
the plant section, three local school officials, and three practicing
architects*

During January and February, six consultants from all over the nation
met with the local consortium to present papers on various topics re-
lated to vocational-technical education and facilities planning.
Following each presentation, the group discussed the paper's content
and its implications for planning vocational-technical facilites.
This series of meetings sharpened definitions of problems, clarified
issues, delineated widitional problems to be solved, and suggested
possible approaches to organizing the planning guides. Each of these
meetings provided for both presentation of materials and interaction
between the consultant and the local working group.

On March 15 and 16, 1967, consultants in vocational-technical educa-
tion and facility planning were brought together with the local
working group for a full day of interaction on the problems and issues
uncovered in the first series of meetings. This group assisted the
project staff in the finding of solutions to the various problems and
issues and in the development rif guidelines for the series of guides
for planning vocational-technical facilities.

The preliminary meetings held in January and February, 1967, are
described in greater detail in Part II of this report. lbr each of
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the six meetings held, a cow of the presentation Dade by the invited
consultant and a resume of important observations and implications
which resulted from the group discussion are given.

Part III of the report is a description of the interaction seminar
held on March 15 and 16. The Appendix gives a detailed calendar of
^vents, lists members of the local consortium, and indicates the
eog em and participants of the interaction seminar.



PART II

PRELDUARY ICETINGS



RESUME OF PRELIMINARY MEETING I
JANUARY 9, 1967

The first preliminary meeting was held at Stouffer's University Inn
on the date above from 9:30 A.M. until 3:00 P.M. The minted speci-
alist and principal speaker was Dr. Meliin Barlow, Teacher Educator,
University of California, Los Angeles. The topic of Dr. Barlow's
presentation was "Future Trends in Vocational Education." Upon
completion of the presentation, the local consortiumcomposed of
vocational educators, school plant planners, architects, state
department personnel, and vocational-technical school administra-
tors-- directed questions to Dr. Barlow, sought clarification, made
pertinent observations, and drew implications for the Facilities
Project. The major observa-aions and irvlications are categorized
and listed below.

Comprehensive dtific Job Traini

1. In principle, there is no separation between general and vocational
education.

2. Vocational education must be based upon a sound basic education.

3. Since vocational programs are geared to occupational opportuni-
ties, a person completing the program can get a job; however, he
might be able to do better if some of the general aims of educa-
tion are incorporated into the program.

1&. Pr.ograres are organized almost solely in terms of time periods;
we have not been successful in defining programs in terms of
competencies desired.

5. Some educational standards need to be accepted school-wide.

6. Comprehensiveness of vocational education should not be
stretched to the point where the student cannot obtain any
kind of employment.

Ob clinical Education

I. Vocational education programs can do many things now being done
by the Office of Economic Opportunity.

2. Education generally must see that students are beginning to move

7
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toward some vocational objective.

3. A person completing his education should be able to do two things:
Some work that society wants done* and read and write so it will
help him.

4. A too general approach to vocational education is not realistic
in relationship to employment requirements.

5. Vocational education should give students necessary skills for
initial job entry and also provide them with opportunities for
up-grading these skills.

6. A vocational program nay be the last opportunity the school has to
teach some of the general goals and purposes that education is
supposed to help the person achieve.

7. Vocational educators do not conceive of a person going to a niche
and staging there; but he has to get there first and it is hoped
that he has been provided with the necessary background and
educational opportunities to make him mobile.

8. The original goal of vocational training is important; if it is
essentially job placement, it has different implications than if
it is a step to further education.

9. A conennity-type school can be provided. which is both a secondary
school and a post-high school--it can be may things to many
people.

10. The control point in educational planning is service to the student.

Nature of Vocational- Technical,

1. Education for any occupation is becoming a continuous process.

2. Training a person for a specific occupation does not necessarily
stop him from his forward movement.

3. Courses should be organized. in terms of competency desired rather
than time periods. (Perhaps there is still time to allow this to
happen in vocational education.)

44 Vocational schools must train students for more than just the
occupational needs of an immediate area as people are increasingly
mobile. And although common problems are shared by all committees*
there is still the necessity o.1L' justifying a program on the basis
of local needs.

5. Initial job entry requirements may be much more demanding than has
been assumed by vocational educators.

6. There are vocational programs established for the up-grading of
skills.



Noble= and Con erns of Vocational - Technical Education

1. Programs are organized almost solely in terms of ttae periods;

we have not been successful in defining progre's in terms of

competencies desired.

2. SUbject *atter teachers should be, but probably are not, the best
source of information on how to use the subject matter vocationally.

3. Flexibility can be provided effectively tbvmgh the absence of
partitions; however, this type of flexibility i not generally

desired by vocational educators. Instead, they are requesting

the kinds of spaces created 30 years ago.

4. Workers going into the building industry today are not trained

by anyone.

5. Connunities sometimes, for financial or other reasons, ref Use to

allow a facility to be sufficiently flexible to allow for a day-

time and night-time program and to serve a wide range of students_

6. When vocational schools become more comprehensive, '4:17nr.a are
personnel problems with respect to who teacher- what, wno is paid
how much, and the like.

7. Research is needed to determine common knowledgoa among various
vocational subjects or clusters of subject.

The Vbational Student

1. Vocational education is basically concerned with two groups:
in-schoo youth and out -of- school, youth and adults.

2. We are permitting students to fail in the very things we say are
essential to their lives as citizens.

3. The chances of a "dropout" getting work with his level of preps-.
ration are remote and becoming more so all the time.

4. There should be follow-up on the "dropout" to provide assistance
for him to work more effectively.

5. Vocational and college preparatory programs very often compete
for the same groups of students.

6. The intent of the Vocational Education Act is to provide programs
for students at all levels of intelligence, not just the bright
one or the very dull ones.

7. The huge out-of-school group, which will increase very rapidly,

nust also be served.
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8. The possibility of students honorably going into a vocation
should not be lost.

Planning Guide implicatione

1. Flexibility means that one has to continue to question educatoVs
in terms of the educational functions and purposes of a particular
unit and to think very careful4r about their implications.

2. Very often flexibility has come to mean 'operable walls" which
offer less, rather than more, flexibility.

3. A school tmiflding that is utilized at 95% of capacity during its
first year of occupancy and has no allowance for expansion
denotes a serious lack of planning.

4. If vocational schools are to become more comprehensive, such
provisions should be made in their planning.

5. Whether a student is college or now-college bound is not really
important to architectural considerations with respect to vocational
facilities.

6. The school environment should somewhat approximate the student's
fUture work environment.

7. Committees from industry are urging that students be given some
concept of employment so they have some nation of the difference
between working and going to school, working and playing, and so
on.

8. A facility planning guide should represent the points of interest
of a variety of knowledgeable people.

9. A planning guide might have some "do's" and "don'ts" to prevent
it from being too generalized.

10. Two approaches might be taken: planning manuals could be
developed for every discrete area of vocational education, or
they might be developed for families or occupational areas.

11. One objective of the planning guides should be to generate ideas
to motivate people to better planning.

12. The Facilities Project is national in scope; however, planning
guiles can alert users to check local and state regulations.

13. Planning guides might vary with levels of education.

14. twofer as architectural considerations are concerned, the grade
level of the student is not as important as the subject to be
taught.
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15. A planning guide which starts out in a general way, then narrows
down to specific areas would be helpful; such a technique might

detect overlapping areas and reduce the total number of areas.

16. The guide not only should supply questions, but alternative

answers.

17. The Facilities Project has the purpose of trying to develop
helpful building planning guides and not guides to help com-

munities decide their vocational program needs.

18. Bitting vocational families together in the planning would assist

the architect in making decisions about spatial relationships of
specific vocational areas.

19. Rather than an actual floor plan of an area, the architect needs
to know what will be taught in the area and what the student is

supposed to end up knowing.

Cooperation with Other Agencies,

1. important Document: "Report for the Consultants of Vocational
Education," a panel report.

2. Advisory cosmdttees should be composed of people will can supply

accurate information and answers.

3. A cooperative approach with business and industry has tremendous

potential.

4. Along With state and federal funds come certain programs restric-
tions. Also, apprenticeship standards are imposed by labor-

management committees.

5. A local group can be shown how to arrive at the answers to the

questions, not necessarily by asking them the questions, but by

giving them the basis for arriving at the answers.



PRESENTATION 7 DR. =yr.! L. BARLOW*
AT PRELIZNARY MEETING I - JANUARY 9, 1967

"Faure Trends in Vocational-Technical Education"

The architects of the vocational education movement designed this
area of education as an essential part of the total program of
public education, to be conducted in institutions under public
supervision and control and developed on the basis of a state plan.
In effect the plan reflected the stateb best judgment of the most
appropriate way to implement the foundation principles, as inter-
preted by the Smith-Hughes Act. It needed the strength of national
leadership and financial support because the vocational education
of Americans was a national problem--it was directly related to
prozoting the general welfare and providing for the national defense.

In its basic aspects wcational education was concerned with two
'oups of people: (1) those in school, and (2) those out of school --
the members of the labor force.

It is importatC.1 than attempting to look into the future that we do so
on the basis ori being well informed about what has happened in the past,
and with complete understanding of the foundation purposes of the vo-
cational education movement. Otherwise we run the risk, under the
influence of contemporary interest in vocational education supported
by large amounts of money, of becoming involved in a great amount
of wheel-spinning and flying-off in every direction. We must
guard against following the example of the person who loft his pur-
pose, so he doubled his effort.

_The __Theoretical Structure of

yocationa Education

The vocational education movement was based upon foundation principles
determined during the formative period of 1906-1917. These principles
were interpreted by Acts of Congress `in 1917, 1936, 1946, and 1963. On
the basis of the national interpretation of principles, the states
implemented the vocational education program.

Our theoretical structure, then, consists of:
1. Ibundation Etinciples
P. Interpretation
3. Implementation

* Professor of Education, UCLA, Director Division of Vocational
Education, University of California

12
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The Principleq of vocational education do not change. I can find no

evidence that we have actually discovered any new principles.

Because we live in a progressive society we experience continuous
change. It is therefore necessary, now and then, to interpret, the
principles of vocational education in the light of social and econ-
omic conditions. We have already experienced four major periods of

t (as indicated by the four Acts of Congress mentioned
above and we can expect that the principles will be reinterpreted
at various times in the furture.

The dynamism of the contemporary period calls for adequate 1.m11-
01AV.ons, which has alows been the major task of vocational education.
We are struggling dcaperately to find out hmc to plan and conduct
vocational education so that we do in fact pro7ide the greatest good
for the greatest number.

You will recall that the first major study of vocational education
occurred in 1914, and the second in 1962. The 1914 report of the
Commission on National Aid to Vocational Education produced the
basis for the Smith-Hughes Act. The 1962 study by the Panel of Con-
sultants on Vocational Education produced the basis for the Nbrse-
Perkins Act, (vEA163).

The Panel was quick to realize that 46 years was too long a period
between major reviews, and wisely encouraged the Congress to write
into the new law a requirement for review at intervals of five years.
The new Advisor,; Council on Vocational Education has jut been
appointed and will make its report to the President and r:ongreGs in

1908.

The purpor; behind all of this is that by more frequent reviews we
will be in a much better position to feel the pulse of contemporary
social and economic direction and development. Hence we will be in a
better position to see clearly the nature of implementation needed.

GrAlUtTTERNS AND MOBIONS

The vocational education program of the future will continue to
serve the two basic gro4ps of in-school youth and out-of-school
youth and adults. However, current 1.1rtretation gives a new
basis for implementation.

The In-School Grum

Vocational education began as a high school program. The nation
had just about soi-ped the problem of getting most of the students
through the 13th grAdes but even then (1917) there were mnny drop-
outs. The educatiaal push of the period was directed toward raising
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the length of schooling to higi school graduation° 'Vocational edu-
cation fitted nicely into this new objective, and the theory indicated

that a vocational emphasis would tend to keep students in school.
This great "democratising" force in educationthe vocational program- -
carried with it motivation in the form of subject matter of interest

to students.

lhder these conditions the program grew in total enrolls nt from 1643,186
Students in 1918, to 4,566,393 in 1964. About half of the enrollment
represented in-school youth, and most of these were in high school.
In 1918 the enrollment consisted of students in agriculture, home
economics, and trade and industrial education. The area of distribu-
tive occupations was added in 1938, health occupations :Ln 1958, and
technical education in 1959.

The distribution of total enrollment in 1964 and in 1965 was as
follows: al,

Home Economics WO% 39.0%
Trade and Inductry A.0% 20.0%
Agriculture 19.0% 16.0%
Distribution and Marketing 7.0% 6.0%
Technical 5.0% 4.5%
Health 1.0 1.0%
Office - - - 13.5%

Expressing the enrolliont in vocational education in the secondary
schools in comptirison with the total enrollment in secondary r-hoofs
indicates that in 1965 vocational education represented 22.5 pk. scent

of the to+21 enrollment, and in 1966 the figure had increased to 27.0
percent.

Although the predictions of growth of vocational education in rela-
tion to the secondary school enrollment are encouraging, the data
mot be examined carefully to determine to what extent growth is
represent en actual growth in tha vocallonal education paogram. The

addition of office occupations largely represents programs already in
existence.)

Influent" qt VW43. Prior to the report of the Panel of Consultants
emphasis had been placed on "occupations in which people worked."
The new Act reordered the emphasis slightly to focus attention on
"people Idle work in occupations," This did make a difference in the

scope of the in-school group because it highlighted "all student.,"
and even went fUrther to point nut that certain students- -those with
special needs--should be brought Into consideration.

Data for 1965 shows an enrollment of 25,638 persons in the category
of "special noels." Vocational education for this group should grow
as more and more states make a deliberate attempt to develop such
programs. The one drawback to appropriate development of serviee to
this area is simpla: the complex nature of the group to be served.
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This unquestionably requires vocational educators with special
training, and very likely we have few such people available. This

whole area needs investigation particularly in defining the kind of
teacher required. I am not convinced that a highly skilled craftsman
is needed.

The new Act focused attention also upon is-school yrmth at post-
high school levels. Institution to provide vocational instruction
had to be created. In many states no provisions, other then four-year
institutions, had been made for the high school graduate. This de-

velopment has been wry successfUl. I discount completely the
importance of confusion over the name of the institution, however.
Our commitment in the future is service to people at post-high
school levels--the name of the institution is not significant.

A Rationale for Future 3n- School Eeyelopment. The only way I know

to approach the future is to start from vocational education's fun-
damental commitment. in 1917, we had a definite commitment to con -
duct a part of the vocational education program for in-school. youth.
At that time it matt high school youth. There was no particular

concern for "youth with special needs." If the term had an inter-

pretation then it probably meant youth with physical or mental
handicaps. Such youth were generally not in high school. Besides,

other provisions had been made for rehabilitation of physically
handicapped persons.

Society changes much in a half-century, but we are still committed
serve in-school youth. The principle is the same but our interpre-
tation is different. Now, in-school youth means youth in-school in
post-high school inctitutions (but excluding beAlcaldureutc programa),
in addition to the high school youth. PUrtbermore, the interpretation
definitely includes youth with special needs now necause they are in
school. The interpretation of the word "special" has changed sig-
nificantly. It does include the physically handicapped; it does
include the educable mentally retarded; but it also includes a
variety of students whose needs might be termed social, cultural,
ethnic, or economic. Presumably, it would also include very bright
and talented youth whose vocational needs are also special.

Isiah School or Ibpt-sigh School? I can see very little justifica-
tion in contemporary discussion for devoting time to consideration
of whether vocational education should be conducted in high schools
or in post-high school institutions. Obviously it must be in both,

for the present and near futrue. When all students stay in school
through what we know today as the 12th grade, and when all students
continue beyond that point it may be reasoneble to delay some phases
of job preparation until the educational experiences of the equiva-
lent of the 13th or 14th grades. This point of view is in keeping
with the principle that instruction is given close to the time of
anticipated use.

But even if this seemingly utopian idea of students continuing

through the equivalent of grades 13 and 14 is reached, we cannot ignore



aspects of vocational preparation in earlier years. Although the

image is indistinct, I think I see in my crystal ball the generation

of a view that recognition of vacation in the lives of people is

important. If this view is zeal we can expect a new emphasis upon

occupational significance in education. This suggests a new role of

the area of vocational guidance and very likely a rise in attention

to the vocational aspects of subject matter in general.

poitik? Pbr in-school youth I predict:

1. Continued growth at the secondary level to 50 percent

of the secondary school enrollirent by 1975.

2. Rapid growth of enrollment for in-school youth in post-
high school institutions. Obviously the percentage

students in vocational education will vary depending upon

the nature of the institution--those created principally

on the basis of vocational objectives, reachlng .110 percent.

The Out-of-School Group

Thr out-of-school youth and actalts, the expectation may be summarized

as (1) a much larger growth in enrollment, and at a faster rate, and

(2) a such larger coverage of occupations, and with a closer relation-

ship to labor market needs. However, such a summary does not identify

influences leading to these generalizations.

As indicated previously, about half of the total vocational educa-

tion program has been devoted to the out-of-school group. At first

this group was identified as an employed group who needed to extend

their occupational competency in order to compete more effectively in

the 'abor market. luring the depression of the 1930's, unemployed
pemions were added to the group. (Note the influence of social con-

ditions.) raring World War II an array of new occupations was

added and vocational educators were involved in new instructional
experiences. Technological influence of the late 1950's the "Pawl"

and its report, and the !true- Perkins At (1/F.A963)providea a

pattern for total service to the out-of-school group: enploYA%

unemployed, those needing retraining, and ethnic groups with special

problems. In short, an emphasis was placed on a total service to

the out-of-school group. (Note also, that even these new things

are only interpretations of principles established long ego.)

The way is paved in terms of flexibility of the vocational educa-

tion Acts to meet any and all needs of the out-of-school group.

Making this a reality is dependent upon the tut= development of
the following:

1. A feeling of mutual dependency by management, labor, and
education.

2. Interaction of the community and the school so that school

resources are tapped to a =dna for the social and econo-

mic benefit of the community.

3. Up-to-date knowledge in the school of the status and trends

of occupations and employment.
4. The degree to which the school takes the initiative to find

vocational needs and do something about them.
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Ramie development is obviously dependent upon a number of other items,

tut the four indicated above are essential to futies growth.

Need for Continidnit Education. Educational theorists have been

telling us for years that we have entered upon an era where continued

employment depends upon continuing education. The xuture portends a

vast expansion in programs for outof-setJol youth and adults--in
fact the economy depends greatly upon this expansion. Our present

ratio of in- school and out of-school enrollment is approximately 1 :1,

it should increase' is a ratio of 1:5, or larger. Ultimately the entire
labor force will become involved in self-development programs, many of

which can be provided in the vocational education program for out-of-

szhool youth and adults.

,lbadblocks. Ibture development and growth rates are dependent upon

one problem that few people have taken the trouble to write about.

There ie no actual cond. ion rovide for vocationaltme

mks
Our theory provides adequately for vocational education; our practice

largely ignores it. A part of the futrue revolution in education must

include a deep and abiding, sincere, desire upon the part of educators

and socie$y to make vocational goals of in-school students, and out-of

school youth and adults, an essential item of practice.

A second deterrent to growth, which arises out of the first item, is

the recent involzement of other government agencies and private in-

dustry in the area of vocational education.

The third roadblock may be described as unfortunate publicity. There

are no vocational education programs that are not matched by known
employment needs. (I am mindful of the traditional non-gainful position

of Nome Economics, but this is a special argument.)

Our problem is to replace ignorance of vocations+ education with the

facts. Our success story is scarely known. Senator Morse pointed

this out on the floor of the Senate late in 1963, when he said that

the American people still do not understand vocational education.

We are recovering, I think, slowly from being scared out of our socks

by the automation bugaboo. We seem to be able now .to. look the monster.

in the face and examine him to find out what makes him tick. The shock

treatment of automation developed when fantasy suddenly became reality.

Pear developed when we asked questions and could not Mind plausible

answers--automation appeared as a threat to a comfortable pattern of
living. However, automation is really routine in vocational education

and we have lived with it a long tire. We have experienced many changes
over the years and thanks to the foresight of predecessors, our program
was cast in a mold capable of making adjustments. Because we are con-
cerned with people who are pmeparipg to work, initially or more

OCUMENT FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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efficiently, we keep in touch with occupational change. In 1917 we did
in fact have instructors in charge of classes in vulcanizing. But there
is no longer a significant labor market for this skill and the clasces
have gone by the way of other obsolescent programs.

To belittle automation as a factor of influence on vocational educa-
tion would be pure folly. We are somewhat better off now than a few
years ago, because we are beginning to have facts, figures, and trends
that provide an element of understanding. However, at the same time
we are dealing with a tremendously complex, dynamic occupational struc-
ture. Automation has been selective in the way it has influenced occuy.
pations. We see tremendous contrasts such as greet influences on the
machine tool indLatry and baking, but relatively little effect on
food service. The fact is that automation does develop Vierever
human ingenuity can provide the appropriate environment. The
impact of automation will continue to grow, but even now it is doubt-
ful that automation, as such, has had any real impact on the lives
of most people.

Despite incomplete clarity concerning the nature, extent, direction,
scope, depth, and rate by which we are being influenced by automation
we can develop some strong feelings about the course ahead. That
pounding in our ear is automation's alarm clock telling us to get up
=dame out into a new day.

Some Sianaris Intercepted,

Automation will have significant effects upon the environment with
which we work and irk which we work Let's look at both.

The "with which" environment obviously is the occupational world
for which we are providing better qualified workers. We must:

1. 01.21&and makepational data. The educational
theorist, the educational planner, and the educational operator need
such data. We can't rely solely on the survey, but need additional
"instant information," e.g., employment data provided by TV--like
flight schedules at the airport perhaps--representing current eatimates.
This would be a continuous record of statistical data- -the best guess
at the moment. The equipment providing the information couldlhave a
print-out feature for a permanent record whenever necessary.

We can no longer plan and adjust vocational education programs on the
basis of information out of date by the time we receive it. Although
I cannot see how we can provide "instant" vocational programs to match
the "instant" information. vw must become better informed about the
dimensions of our task.

2. ve bui di s d f ilities that = e ctio.I-
.7.

relation to the dynamics of the program. Concrete and steel boxes have
a non-flexible quality that may get in our way in the future as we
attempt to adjust space to fit changing needs and changing kinds of
equipment. Evidently the flexible building design depends greatly
upon our ability to define the, possible uses of the space involved.
This requires a much closer relationship of the vocational educator
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and the architect and builder.

Borne of our imaginative people have been giving

problems of the future -Mike Russo, U.S. Office

good example. His investigations show a number

some of which are so obvious that no one thinks

tures from tradition.

attention to these
of Education is a
of possibilities,
about these depar-

3. And, obviously others.

The "in which" environment is less obvious and needs a thorough

vbrainstnrming" in order to provide insight into the nature of

the total problem. Two examples will illustrate the nature of the
environment.

1. Uoarade our teaching staff. This is a continuous task and
applies to both educational and occupational competency. Our teachers

must be better and more broadly.educated' in general, and must aellieve

higher levels of subject matter competepcy. La-service, training with

multiple dimensions must be provided on purpose and on the baiiis of
careful planning. Leaving the task of self-development entirely up

to the individual has not worked out for all teachers.

2. Provide leadershatt experiences. We have been playing footsie

with this element for several years. Our efforts thus far, successful

though they may be, are not adequate for the future. We must under-

Wand that lesattiflti and administration arc not azornotivrxmis terms.

We must learn how to encourage and develop persons to assume strong

leadership roles in some phase of vocational education; it is not

essentiar that they also administer a phase of vocational education.

Ahintof Reference
Automation and all other influences affecting our present situation must

keep all vocational educators on their toes. A new level of sophisti-

cation =at develop. The quality of the vocational educator's product

is influenced by his environment. Many forces, including automation,

are making that environment different; the vocational educator mot

know this and do something constructive about it.

=26107011DERLAND

Research and development is an honorable and essential element of

progress in business and industry--it is still on trial in vocational
education. Why?

Vocational education developed in a research-starved environment for

50 years and then suddenly devoted millions to research. We needed to

know about everything, and we set out in high gear to find out. The

trouble is that it takes a little bit of time to find out what we know,

and even longer to un&rstand it and decide upon courses of action.

Research in vocational education is not very healthy at the moment,

but the problem is time--and perhaps communication.
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Tde facts in the R &-D case are that no one seems able to present a

status report of activities showing research planned, in process, and

completed. Ignorance of the actual situation produces some strange

ideas.

I can accept on faith that our research program has generated much good.

However, the future must produce some orderly scheme for an attack

on the unknown in vocational education. It must be possible to develop

a "grand design" for total research in vocational education.

I am mindful that a case can be made for research along several lines.

I am also mindful that our ultimate objective of such research could be

quality of instruction. The research of the fUture mist produce en

immediate use value to enhance quality in and related to the instruction

process. It is one thing to conduct and report research; it is still a

another to put the truths of research into practice. The "planning
guides" of the project we are concerned with today are attractive

because we are moving toward providing the directions to effect change.

SOME IMPLICATIONS

And... a, Stu max,

The Facilities Project has many fine points in its favor. The

product of this study is needed in vocational education. The project

can ease the problem of making needed changes and facilitate introduc-

tion of new programs and improved standards.

However, as the project is being conducted we mist not lose sight of
a number of general forces that have ultimate control of the program.

These forces are at work now. They will be at work in the itture. It

is possible for us to produce planning guides of the finest quality and

not have a program to use them in. I am not painting a black picture

of the future. The potential. is excellent, in fact we have never had

it so good in vocational education. But, as we doctor specific defects,

we must keep track of where we hurt in general.
1. The public at large does not understand the program end re-

gards it as "permissive" rather than "essential."

2. ra most schools vocational teachers are in a minority

group. They have minority group ills and they exhibit

minority group characteristics.

3. Instructors of general programs in schools do not see any

relationship to vocational preparation and are oblivious

to any possible contribution they can make.
4. Emergent leadership is too slow in vocational education;

there is even a reluctance toward self-development among
vocational education personnel.

5. Our traditional and essential partners in this venture are

labor and management. I suspect that these resourees are not

adequately used and that the trend mar even be negative.
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6. Our relationship to the changing occupational structure had

been far from perfect and the futu.re demands closer ties.

7. There is a lack of creativity and innovation in our instruc-

tional process.

8. And, perhaps, there are other hurts.
As indicated above, tie Facilities Project does not direct its attention

to the solution of these problems - -I'm not recommending it shouldbut
I am suggesting that the effort be conducted in an atmosphere of deep

concern for some of the forces that will have a major effect upon molding

our future.

TIere are two projects on the horizon that will tend to get at some

of the aspects of the general problem. These are:

1. The Task Force on Vocational and Technica3. Education, of the

Education Commission of the States (Contact for Education).

2. The report of the Advisory Council on Vocational Education.

But a hundred such reports will not solve the need for the Fianning

Guides.



RESUME OP imataNARy mono II

JANUARY 18, 1967

The second preliminary meeting wee held at The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education on the date above from 10 A.M. until 3 P.M.
The invited specialist and principal speaker was Dr. W. F. Clapp,

former Associate State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Michi-

gan. The topic of Dr. Clapp le presentation was "Need and Value of

Educational Planng." Upon completion of the presentation, the
local consortium composed of vocational educators, school plant

planners, architects, state department personnel, and vocational-

technical school administrators, directed questions to Dr. Clapp,

sought clarification, made pertinent observations, and drew impli-

cations for the Facilities Project. The major observations and

implications are categorized and listed below.

Vo ti n E cation axed Vocatio to

1. Technical and send-professional education will be and probably

should be taken out of the typical secondary school and offered

during a thirteenth and fourtheth year rather then having such

students side by side with relatively less mature youngsters in

the upper grades of high school.

2. Our present technology indicates that institutions at the post-

high school are going to be involved in a great retraining. The

future may see a great amount of retraining of school dropouts

who will be provided with educational opportunities that are
appropriate to them.

3. There will be a great deal of retraining of adults who are forced

out of work because of changes in technology.

4. There are many different variations of cooperative programs between

industry and vocational-technical schools. For example, in some

cases, students receive training instrnztion in industry and theory
instruction at school; in other cases students receive instruction

on basic machines at school and then spend their senior year en-

tirely in industry.

5. Cooperative programs should be limited until vocational schools

themselves can adjust to industry schedules in order to provide

industry with employees on a year-round basis.

6. Employers never say that vocational-technical school graduates

know entirely too much.

22
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7. Although representatives from industry sometimes indicate the

vocational schools need only give a boy enough training to keep

him out of the way of machinery, the truth is that vocational

schools can more readily place students if they are more thoroughly

prepared. Such adequate preparation requires enough and the right

kinds of equipment.

8. Research that may point out common and unique elements in voca-

tional education curricula is important and needed.

9. One of the biggest problems faced by vocational education is its

image. Many parents are reluctant to have their youngsters en-

rolled in vocational education programs because of possible unde-

sirable associations with other youngsters.

10. The intelligence of students in vocational educational programs

ranges widely; such a condition is often a source of many organ-

itation and discipline problems.

11. The present trend is for vocational schools to become more
self-sustaining with their own libraries, resource centers,

and laboratories.

Other Buildings as Planning Models

1. There is a danger in visiting other buildings in the planning phase;
it can stop creative thinking which is needed to provide educational
facilities which best meet local requirements. When planners visit
other buildings, they should wait until these buildings have been
in operation for a long enough period of time for building defects
to become evident.

2. Planners, in their visits to other buildings, should have the
opportunity to hold confidential or private conversations with
various occupants of its building who are in a position to know
the strengths and weaknesses.

3. There is a real danger in a good building feature becoming a model
for everyone to follow regardless of local needs.

4* Before planners begin to go out and visit other buildings to see
what has been done before, they should have a good understanding
of the educational program desired on the local level.

5. Once planners are familiar with the local requirements they can
rarely find anything else in other buildings that fUlfill all of
these requirements.

The Facility Planning Process

1. Mere should not be vocational-technical centers in districts
which have neither the population or the financial resources to
operate good programs now and/or in the future.
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2. Educational specifications are an attempt to give the architect

all the essential information that he must have to understand

what the architectural problems will be, the educational problems

to be solved, and the limitations under which he must work.

3. States which have rigid regulations on how school buildings are

to be built are states in which you find buildings which are

twenty years old before their doors are open.

4. One problem faced in vocational - technical facilities, especially

for newly-formed districts, is the absence of the local profes-

sional staff. However, if such staff is not available, planners

should get the local participation on the part of citizens, on the

part of educators, and on the part of technical consulting special-

ists. One successful planning technique. employed was asking

industry representatives the question: We are going to build to

train perspective imployees for you; what kind of training would

you like people coning from such a school to nave?

5. Vocational- technical schools should be educational centers: sand. not

just job placement centers.

6. The hiring of the professional staff before building completion

is certainly an ideal goal. At least, some sort of an arrange-

ment should be made to provide a skeleton staff to work with

building planners.

7. The fact that you do not have funds coming in for a number of

months after the bond issue and operating levy have passed

creates a problem.

8. A skeletal staff may not be useful if all vocational areas to be

included, in the program are not represented.

9. In some cases, finding qualified, vocational education personnel

is more difficult than finding the money to pay them.

10. Although participation 19 in;ortant in planning process, someone

has to make final decisions on what the facilities will be lite.

11. It is all right for planners to insist that certain standards and

criteria be followed, but planners should not prescribe to the

architect how to do it and what kinds of materials to use.

12. The function of the educational consultant in the planning of

voeatIonal-technical facilities should not be to take over the

functionn and resporsibilities of local officials, but to try

to help them a2conplish their task, in a better way in order that

they will not have to hire a consultant again.

13. In those instances where planners have made firm decisions on

such tengs os building materials, they should so inform the

architect and not try to deceive him.
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14. In the planning of vor..ational technical education facilities, care
must be taken to avnid undue influence of the building design on
the part of the pressure groups or particular vocational departments.

15. Teacher committees which include teachers at all levels (elemen-

tary, junior high. and senior high) are often effective because
the pettiness of power groups at particular grade levels or schools

is Rvoided.

16. In the planning for vocational technical facilities it might be
advantageous to have a broad range of professional educators involved.

17. There is presently a trend in vocational-technical education where-
by a youngster goes to school part time and works on a job part
time. This could mean that more attention needs to be devoted
to classrooms in vocational technical school buildings because the
shops maybe located in a plant somewhere else.

18. Very often occupatns of a new building do not begin to capital
ize on the education opportunities that exist within such c
building.

19. Before a new building is occupied, time should be spent wtth such
groups as teachers and custodians who will occupy the building

in order to orient them to building design and utilization.

20. It is often true that teachers within a building feel they "own"

a room; such a feeling does not often lead to best utilization

of the building.

21. Architects spend considerable time working with various groups and
committees in the design of a building; they often, however, fail
to orient such groups to effective use of the building after it
has been completed.

22. A. building planning guide must raise questions and suggest some
possibile alternatives, and also point out the kinds of problems
that will have to be faced if various alternatives are taken.

Implications for Facility Planning Guides

1. Planning guides must emphasize the need for program determina
tion at the local level.

2. Planni46 guides should not be lists of numerical standards or
requirements; they should stimulate, not freeze design.

3. Planning guides should inspire the planners to find new and better
solutions rather than to prescribe answers.
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4. The planning guide should not set standards which can result
in almost stock plans which, in turn, can result in the same
building going up all over the state, regardless of local com-
munity needs.

5. The manuals to 'be developed as a result of the Vocational-Technical
Education Facilities Project will be suitable for use on a regional
and national baata and not confined to the State of Ohio. Phase
of the Vocational -Technical Facilities Project is substantially
for the planning of the production of a series of manuals ',Lich
can vary in number from one or two to half a dozen or more.

6. SGmsithmrein the planning guide it should be stated that it is
imperative that the district have a vocational director to assist
in the planning.

7. There is some question on how far a planning guide should go in
helping people know' what good, programs are in the various areas
of vocational education.

8. Facility planning guides can be too general. Pbr example, it is
not enough to soy there is a need for adequate storage; rather
the guides should indicate what is going to be stored, how large
should it be and how many there are, and like information.

94 The planning guide should direct planners to consider the right
questions in planning for vocational-technical facilities.

10. Facility planning guides might raise questions to be answered,
possible alternatives, and the implications of the various al-
ternatives for program and building.

11. retailed and prescriptive educational specifications rule out the
possibility of very much creativity on the part of the architect*

12. Educational specifications are similar to what architects call
''performance specifications." If the architect knows what .a
particular material is supposed to accomplish, he can then select
the particular type of material from the various kinds which are
available.

13. The instructional materials center in a vocational school may be
sufficiently different than those required in a comprehensive
school that a separate planning guide might be needed.

14. Some facilities are common to all schools (for example, food
service facilities and administrative offices). The Vocational-
Tachnilal Facilities Proz1ect will probably not be concerned with
devekping manuals for such facilities.

15. In vocational-tectnical education programs, good libraries are
imporv..nt as good equipment.
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16, There are probably planning guides already available for planning
each areas as food service and administrative services. It is

hoped that planning guides developed as a result of the Vocational-
Technical Facilities Project will be ones that are not available
now and are most needed.

17. Many pieces of equipment and sachiner can be used commonly by a
number of different vocational-technical areas.

18. Perhaps there should be a manual in the planned aeries which is
concerned about the broad issues to be faced in planning voca-
tional facilities which will offer various alternatives within a
given instructional area.

19. If a planning guide is to ask program questions which have plant
implications then we must know what questions to ask. There is a

great deal that we do not know about vocational curricula that
we need to know to ask the proper questions.

20. Questions in a planning quide should not be so worded that they
=press an opinion.

21. Certain facilities such as measurement' laboratories and metal
testing rooms can be utilized by students in a number of voca-
tional programs.



PRESENTATION MADE BY DR. W. F. CLAPP*
AT PRELIMINARY MEETING II - JANUARY 18, 1967

"The Need and Value of Educational Planning"

The first reaction which I have to the topic assigned me, know-

ing the composition of the group to which I am speaking, is that
no one many needs to "sell" you on the need for educational
planning. I am sure that vocational-technical specialists here

have seen many horrible examples of the results of lack of ed-

ucational planning in vocational facilities in which they have
worked or visited* I know that the school plant specialists
here have had the same experience regarding buildings in gen-
era]; having been called in to try to correct past mistakes

made due to poor planning, or no planning. I know that state

department representatives often have had the experience of
trying to convince small districts not to spend major money on a
high school which* when built, will be too small to operate a
complete program.

I know that architects are frequently faced with clients who ask

about three questions:
1. How quickly can you get plans done for a building

for 300 children like the one we just saw in
tuvn x ?

2. Can you build it for half what it cost in town x?
3. Will you work for a lesser fee Shan usually con-

sidered normal?

School administrators frequently have to put up with drab, un-
inspiring buildings on improperly located, inadequate sites be-

cause of lack of. educational Dimming in the past, and
furthermore, have to do battle quite often to prevent the re-
petition of such rcdatakel

Any one of us could cite rcany examples of lack of planning. So
why talk about it here to this knowledgeable group?

It is ray understanding that this group is called togisther to
engage in activities which will eventually result in a publi
cation or series of publications regarding the planning of
facilities for vocational-technical education.

*Former Associate Superintendent of Instruction, State of
Michigan.
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In mi opinion, if there is one thing these publications should do
and do well, it is to everlastingly hammer at the rated for carefUl,
comprehensive local planning of any such facility.

The temptation will be to give specific answers, even to prepare
standard plans and layouts. These can come later, if indeed,
they should come at all The first and foremost job is to convince
the consumers or these bulletins that there must be good planning.
The next job is to try to tell them how to plan, how to organize
for planning, what process to use, etc.

Educational planning has been said to be divided into two phases.
First, planning for buildings, .and second, the planning cif, a specific

facility, the need for which has been detersdnea in the first phase.

It certainly isn't necessary here to spend much time on Blase I,
Deter nirna the Need for Buildiniza, etc. The amount of space to
be devoted to this phase in your publications is a question I am
certainly not qualified to answer.

But I do hope that something can be clone to try to insure that

there will not be too many vocational-technical centers operated
in too many districts which have neither the population nor fi-
nancial resources to operate a good program for the needs of
today and tomorrow. This remark is gratuitous and perhaps out of
place, but my experience in the State Department of Education

tliof Chigan with small high schools, the competitive desire to
perpetuate them, to compete with neighboring communities, to-
gether with an almost total lack of understanding of the nature.
of a complete educational program, has led me to emphasize this.

The firit consideration, then, is program, both in determination
of need and in the planning of a specific facility. This must

precede the planning of buildings. How can we possibly plan a
building without knowing what is to be done in it? True, pro-

grams will change during the life of any building, possibly in
ways we cannot now foresee, but we can try to make judgments and
definitions of the program to be operated today and tomorrow and
can make an effort to design for change. I was indeed glad to
note that your first meeting on January 9 was concerned with
program, with future trends, and that in several of the sessions

to follow, the emphasis is on program.

I am ignorant as to what the state program for vocational-tech-
nical. education is in Ohio. I really don't know whether you are
concerned with vocational-technical education in comprehensive high
schools, or whether you are considering separate vocational schools,
or whether you are planning area vocational-technical centers, stra-
tegically located throughout the state for youth of high school and
post-high school age. WI!). your centers serve for the retraining
of aclults2 Will they be part of a community college system? Or
what? The point is that answers to these questions about program
must be obtained before there can be intelligent plant planning.
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I said earlier that there had to be comprehensive 1.21.4 planning.

I am sure that the kind of vocational-technical program offered in
Youngstown might be different, in many respecth, from one in Lima,

or Euclid, or Athens, or Dayton.

Cttadsey High School in Detroit has a successful program for train-

ing chefs. I think it is the only one in the state. Maybe this

should be offered at a few other centers, but only a few.

Each community or area Trill have to decide what it needs, dependLng

on local inchistrial manpower needs, changing technology, and other

factory about which you are more knowledgeable than am I. Local

programs shorld fit local situations. The determination of pro-

grams must be made locally as the first step in educational
planning. I would think that your publications must emphasize
this.

Let us assume now that it has been determined that a vocational-
technical facility la to be built at location X, that the program
to be offered has been determined, and that the ultimate enroll-
ment has been estimated How shall the planning now proceed?

The next step is the preparation of educational specifications
for that building. Educational specifications are an attempt to
give to the architect all the essential information he must have
to understand the "architectural" problems to be solved and
the limitations under which he oust work. I will try to list some

of the kinds of information which should be included, not neces-
sarily in the order of importance or in the order in which the
specifications should be organized.

1. Describe the site. location, size, shape. Special con-

ditions. What is to be done on the site, other than to rlace a
building? What kind of access is desired? How such parking
space will be needed?

2. What age youth will be served? Both sexes? How many
of each? Will adults use the building? Will it be used at night?
efelve maths per year?

3. Describe, in general, the nature of the program, the
educational objectives, the philosophy, if you please, in non-
philosophical terms.

4. In general, and without infringing on the architect's
prerogative and creativity, tell what kind of building is desired.
flexibility, etc. Describe, in more detail, the course offerings
contemplated.

5. List the desi ved facilities, the kinds of shops and
laboratories, all kinds of rooms and spaces to be provided in
the building and on the site. Where appropriate, specify the
capacity of certain facilities; i.e., cafeteria dining space,
auditorium, etc.
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6. Describe what is wanted in each space. Tell what is to
be done; kinds of activities to be carried on; what equipment is
to be used; what materials are to be used. BM much storage space
is needed for what kinds of equipment and supplies, at what loca-
tion? BM many students will there be in a class in this particular
facility? lh general, what kind of thermal, visual and sonic
environment is desired? Any special considerations because of
special activities, i.e., special ventiliation in automotive shop
or at welding booths, special lighting of high intensity at certain
locations,: etc. etc. Any special safety requirements--access to
the outdoors. Probably a chapter will be needed for each kind of
shop.

Now some precautions:

1. Avoid. pedagese. Be brief. Don't require the architect
to wade through a lot of verbage to get at the meaning.

2. Where possible, organize the material in outline or
skeleton form. Mention ideas rather than complete sentences or
paragraphs. The architect and his staff want ideas, not rhetoric.

3. Remember that these are educational, not architectural,
specifications. Tell the architect the conditions desired- -let
him work out a creative solution.

For example, it would be quite in order to say that noise trans-
fer between certain spaces should be reduced as much as reasonably
possible and to sky why. It would not be in order to tell the
architect how to do it.

It might be in order to state that because of certain activities,
resilient flooring should be provided. It would ad, be in order
to demand a particular type.

It might be in order to state that in a certain laboratory, con-
stant temperature and humidity are required. It would not be in
order to specify the heating or cooling system.

Perhaps this is enough to give the general idea about the nature
of educational specifications. There is a wealth of literature in
more detail on this subject.

Who should be involved in the preparation of educational specifi-
cations? One way is to hire a so-called expert, turn it over to
him, and more or less forget about it. This is easy, and quick,
and the task may be very well done.

The other way is the cooperative approach. In other words, those
who are to use the building should play a major role in the pre-
paration of the educational specifications. For an elementary
school, I would, nee a committee of elementary school teachers. FOr
a high school, a group of high school teachers. For a vocational-
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technical school, a group of teachers competent in the fields to be

covered. I would also include representatives from the administration

and representatives of other service personnel; for example, a custodian.

I realize that this approach takes some "doing" and that it has its

weaknesses and dangers. Leadership, skillful in group process, is

essential. Some impractical or wild ideas will be brought up. Some

departments will want more than they can possibly get. Prejudice will

have to be dealt with. Everyone's pet ideas cannot be adopted. But,

if properly done, many new and better ideas may emerge, and an out-
standing building may be the result. I believe in this approach no4

only because, if properly done, it can result in better buildings, but
because of the opportunity for growth on the part of the participants
and the development of a feeling of participation and belonging, and
part ownership of the building when completed. A by-product certainly
should be a better understanding of the problem of the administration
in finance and budgeting.

Par all means, the architect or his representatives should regularly

with the group preparing the educational specifications. '.64rough
listening to the discussions, and by asking questions for clarification,

the architect can get a much better total concept of what is needed than

he can by simply reading the specifications as they are finally handed
to him, no matter how well they are cone. He can acquire a hard-to-

define "feeling" for the building and an understanding of the purposes
of the program. He can also contribute ideas from his experiences and

can help to rule out impractical ideas.

Also, any such planning group should have adequate library materials
on planning. Perhaps they should also be given an opportunity to
visit other completed facilities in another town, not with the idea of
copying but rather to see how they work, to interview the users of the
building as to how certain features are working out and to find out
what mistakes were made and how it can be done better next time.

It is also important that the planning committees have adequate com-

petent consultant help throughout the planning process. Sometime a
plant specialist is employed to meet continually with the group--as

a consultant - -not to dominate. In addition, special consultants will

be needed for special tasks. Such as, for example, the facilities
needed in an electronics laboratory.

If reliance is to be placed on the cooperative approach, it must be

followed all the way. The educational specifications as finally prepared
should be approved by the governing board. If they cannot be approved,
or must be modified for practical reasons, or if deletions or compromises
must be made, the group which prepared the specifications should under-
stand why and should have a part in working out the compromises. They

should not be ignored.

When preliminary sketches are ready, the group should have a chance to

study them and to make judgments as to how well the architect has suc-
ceeded in interpreting the specifications into a plan for a building.
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If friendly and understanding relations have been developed with the
architect's representative during the development of the educational

specifications* there ought to be continuing cooperative relationships

during the architectural planning. Many conferences will be needed

between the architect and the group or with individual members of the
group.

Out of it all can come a better building, ftnctionally, than has ever
been done before.

146v, a few sentences about the nature of the planning guides to be

published.

First, they should be guides rather than manuals. I use the term man-

uals here in the narrow sense. They should not be lists of numerical

standards or requirements. They should stimulate better design, rather

than freeze design. They should inspire the planners to find new and

better answers, rather than give answers.

The temptation will be, in line with your objective of being helpful
to the users of your publication, to give specific answers. You know

that your "customers" may be inexperienced in this field and that they
will be looking for quick answers. Perhaps any plans shown should be

diagramatic and illustrative. Model plans will encourage copying

rather than creativity.

This does not mean that you should not include precautions and mis-

takes to avoid, or that you should not include illustrations. If there

are regulations to be observed for safety, for avoidance of fire hazards,

and for provisions for healthful conditions, they should perhaps be in-

cluded, depending on whether they are readily available in other publi-
cations.

But the main emphasis should be on program as a determinant of design,

upon the importance of cooperative local planning resulting in educational

specifications for each project, upon doing it better, rather than standard
design.

Good luck:

1

1



mug OF PRELIMINARY 'Enna III
JANUARY 30, 1967

The third preliminary meeting was held at Stouffer's University Inn on
January 30, 1967, from 10 A.M. until 3 P.M. The invited specialist and
principal speaker was Dr. Joseph Nerden, Professor of Trade and Indus-
trial Education, North Carolina thiversity. The topic of Dr. Nerden's
presentation was "Single Course vs. Curriculum Approach to Vocational-
Technical Education," Upon completion of the presentations the local
consortium composed of vocational educators, school plant planners,
architects, state department personnel, and vocational-technical
school administrators, directed questions to Dr. Nerden, sought
clarification, made pertinent observations, and drew implications for
the Facilities Project. The major observations and implications are
categorized and listed below.

Vocational- clinical Education

1. Vocational programs must not only meet the objectives of academic
programs, but must also go further in providing appaications.

2. College-trained teachers in the various disciplines often know
principles but not application.

3. Because a youngster goes into a vocational program does not neces-
sarily mean that he will not go on to college, even though many
people draw this implication.

4. Vocational education and college preparatory education have the
conzon objective of preparing people for the world of work.

5. The primary purpose of vocational-technical education is to prepare
people for the world of work with a job at the end of the training.
There is an inconrtatency in that eighth and ninth graders are often
asked what college they want to go to and what college preparatory
courses they want to take, while on the other bend, students who are
preparing for the world of work and are told they must delay this
action until the eleventh or twelfth grade.

6. Providing a comprehensive vocational education program on one site
or in one building can create problems. Students who desire training
in more sophisticated vocations such as drafting and electronics
feel they lose status by attending, classes in the same building
where students are taught to perform menial tasks. There are, how-
ever, schools where specialized training from low-level skills right

34
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on up to very sophisticated training is available. These schools have
been successful and *here are my people on waiting lists to enroll.

7. Setting up a vocational program for the purpose of attracting a
particular industry can cause problems. This is especially so if
students are taught low-level skills which will enable them to get
jobs quickly while at the same time, place them in a position of
losing the same jobs just as quickly. lb attract high-level and
highly technical industries in an area, vocational training should
be offered on a broad spectrum in order to provide enough craftsmen
and technicians.

8. According to the U. S. Department of Labor, the average person in
his lifetime will run through five different kinds of jobs; accor-
dingly, vocational training should not have an extremely high
degree of specificity.

9. The amount of specificity in a training program can vary with
geographical area. Where there is strong union influence, however,
it is difficult to train people in general skills.

10. One basic difference between industry and the vocational school
is that the person working in industry knows that the continuance
of his paycheck depends greatly on his performance.

In the final analysis we are really aiming for some kind of balance
between the real job situation and what might be an isolated learn-
ing situation.

12. The kind of inrtructional program that permits, for example, the
placement of twenty pieces of the same equipment in the shop lacks
recognition of the individual and his capacity to learn and the
speed at which he learns.

13. It is difficult to generalize about the various vocational programs
because each one is just a little different and has to be treated
just a little differently.

lit. Many adults already employed return to school to learn specialties.
For example, an automobile mechanic might desire to specialize in
ignition, brakes, or something of that nature. This person is more
interested in the technical phases of his skill which are necessary
to upgrade himself than he is in working on a customer's car.

15. Students who are trained in vocational programs as auto mechanics
very often find 1.;le pay received on the job is insufficient; con-
sequently, in many areas you find automobile mechanics becoming
machinists or o'L.her skilled craftsmen.

16. In most cases, adult learners have more motivation then the students
on the seco44a4r level,
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Deli Vocational Facilities

1. Every kind of facility should be utilized in providing vocational-

technical education to youth and adults. This would include the

technical institution, the community college with a technical
department, the junior college with a technical department, and
service centers.

2. Small-group instruction is often a good teagbIns technique; however,
facilities designed to house 10, 12, or 15 students in an academic

classroom are rather scarce.

3. A few schools have been designed in terms of three levels of
learning: large group or lecture type instruction involving 100-

500 students; small group interaction involving 10 or 15 students;
and action-level learning involving the single individual. Yet no

vocational school has been designed for the three levels of learning.

4. Vocational shops should be made larger than in the past in order to
accommodate adult programs in the evening or in the daytime. Very

often the adult courses held in the evening involve larger classes

than the regular day program for high school students; consequently
it may be unrealistic for planners to design a building in terms of
high school pupil-teacher ratios.

5. Planners often worry about getting the second shop should the need
arise; it could be provided easily if the concept of a doUble Shop
involving more than one instructor at a time were accepted.

6. Welding is an example of a related vocational subject. It can be

taught in connection, with automotives, carpentry and the like.
Vocational educators, however, sometimes object to having a welding
facility in an area common to the other shops because of the traffic
problems crested and also the difficulty of supervision.

7. There is the possibility that vocational shop design much like that
of industry may be detrimental to student's safety.

8. Vocational schools can be designed to have a little different euvi-
ronment than industry since the objectives of vocational education
are broader than just preparing people for future employment.

9, One problem in connection with expanded evening school opportunitiea
which has to be solved is the automobile parking problem. In some

areas, adults driving to evening classes have caused parking lots

to be cluttered and streets to be jammed with automobiles. Perhaps

some thought should be given to underground or overhead parking
facilities.

vocational Educati.on lati n

1. The Vocational Education Act of 1963 indicated that vocational
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education training must be based upon a broad geographical basis.

2. The Vbcational Education Act of 1963 does provide for vocational
equipment.

3. State general assemblies do not otten allow funds for the replace-
ment of equi.pment due to depreciation and obsolescence in vocational
education as they do in industry.

16 Some vocational legislation such as the Manpower Act, the Economic
Opportunity Act, the Elementary and Sec ondery Act provide for
programs Which have the purpose of Lastructing people in basic
understandirzs, reading, writing, arithmetic, and like skills
which will prepare them to begin learning a vocation,

5. There appears to be some resistance in Washington to the *radi-
tionel concept of categorical aid to education.

6. Section 4, Item 4, of the Vocational Education Act of 1963,
provides assistance for those persons who have academic, social,
economic, and other handicaps that might prevent them from sue-
ceeding in a regular vocational education program.

7. One source of funds for vocational education is the Ziementary
and Secondarj Education Act If 1965, Title 5, which permits state
education departments to use funds to further the 7urposes of
education.

znagivantLau. imiamilammos

1. It has always been a problem in vocational education to retire
equipment when it is no longer useful to the accomplishment of
curriculum objectives.

2. Educators and industry representatives do not always agree in the
planning for vocational facilities; nevertheless, both groups
should be involved cooperatively in such planning. Mawr feel that
vocational education programs should be operated in an environment
very similar to industry. That is, business education facilities
should look like offices, distributive education facilities should
look like a store, end a data processing laboratory shone. be
similar to one found in industry.

3. Vocational education facilities represent a considerable finencial
investment; therefore, they should not be allowed to stand idle
for considerable periods of time. If necessary, the facilities
should be available around the clock if the need 4s there.

4. local vocational education officials should inform industry of
available instructional programs and facilities, offer their
assistance, ascertain the needs of industry, and attempt to pro-
vide programs to meet these needs.
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5. In dealing with adults who have had some work experience, or still
getting work experience, the likelihood is that there will be a
vast need for the kinds of equipment that will give them an
opportunity to extend their knowledge.

6. In planning for a new district-type of technical institute in Ohio,
the services of someone vho has had the experience of operating a
good technical institute should be sought if a local- knowledgeable
staff is not available.

7. lbr initial planning, it is better to secure an overall supervisor
then a man who has helped to set up a particular department.

8. If the vocational or tecbncial district is already established, it
is vise to involve the staff in planning for an anticipated new
facility.

9. it Is hard to conceive of a new facility coming in to being without
all the people who are going to be involved in it assisting in the
planning from the beginning.

MILLLIIiihili..1101M:



PRESENTATION Br DR. JOSEPH RODEN*
AT MUMMY MEETING III JANUARY 30, 1967

"Vocational-Technical Curriculums
and

Their Translation into Facilities"

I. ZW.P.A.LS C CEARA , C

(Def: Curriculum as the sum total of learning experiences)

A. Best Described in Terms of the Following:

liar whom curriculums are organized

Tkor whom curriculums are taught

. Of what the curriculum consists

In what kinds of tanilities curriculums are offered

1. The .2......kAet....emslobe Se

Capable of profiting at the level which the instruction
is offered
Occupationally oriented
Attitudinally prepared students

2. Who Serves the Clientele

Philosophically prepared instructors
Oriented to the world of work
Lhowledge of the breadth of education
Ability to apply concepts and principles

*Professor of Trade and industrial Education, North Carolina
thiversity.
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3. that it is th t is Parovided forthe A.ientele
Content should be current
Content should anticipate new products and processes

Should challenge the learners at whatever level it is

offered
Mast be flexible
Vast anticipate a broad cluster of occupations.

4. Facilities in Which the Clientele are to be Served

Should resemble actual work conditions
Should make use of modern equipment

Should anticipate need for controlled laboratory
experience prior to work on modern full size equip-
ment, i.e. Labs adjoining shops

P. Breadth of Interests, Capabilities, and Ccutvetencies are
Accommodated

!
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Supplepontary Ibr Employed Mats who wish (need
Technical Skills to upgrade and update themselves)

111.gh Level Technical
Skills

Higher Technical
Skills

Multiple Skills

For those whose skills are of the
order required to qualify for accredi-
tation by WA, AEA, ECPD and such
aoncies

ItIr those who can be educated to fill
industrial technician type positions
(Industrial Chemists, Mechanical
Draftsmen, Architechtural Draftsmen,
etc.)

Ibr those who are capable, end can
give the time to learning (grades
10-12 and grades 13 and 14)
(Tract -AM, Craftsmen)

Single Skills Thr the short-term learners
(Production workers i,eto..)

..,1) Simple Skills For the slow learners (Baggers,
Oar-Greasers, etc.)

Vocational-Technical Education may meet needs of all.
The same facilities my bn used -- requires a high level
of flexibility and adaptability.
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RS ME c_hpqr TION OP PA

All education being scrutinizedAcademic and Vocational

bitch national attention focused upon Vocational Education Manpower
Act, Vocational Education Act, Higher Education Act

Large sums of money are now involved

Competition for the tax dollar

Mist accept our responsibilities to serve people

One facet of all education

Pattern and the context of technical education

Design of facilities for future must anticipate more "synthesis
of services"

Available Federal /State funds should not be a control factor in

a developing philosophy

to of a Philos° of 'Technical Educ = tion which wi &sterna
Facil.it; es

Vocational Education as part of the whole structure of education

80%

80% of all youth that start in grade 1 never complete
a four-year college.
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A. Direct service to industries in the region on

or

B. Educational opportunities for youth and adults

Work force is becoming quite mobile.

" A" may be quite provincial in its philosophy.

Vocational Education Act. Regulations recommend "broad

geographical areas" of service.

Concern is to avert discrimination by virtue of non-

availability of local employment.

If choice "Bilis taken, facilities may be quite extensive,

i.e., air-conditioning in Connecticut for employment in

North Carolina, tool and dye making in South Carolina for

employment in New Jersey.

Tax-payers may be concerned.

IV. PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF FACILITIES PLANNING

A. The building houses the curriculums. Design follows curriculum

determination.

B. Architects must not be given free rein to design "attractive"

facilities.

C. Must anticipate curriculums for the fUture ("lead" time). Vast

anticipate new processes, new products, job disappearances.

Disclosures by craft advisory committees, and visitations Mmin

and to, industry; i.e., Chemical trilling, tape-controlled tools,

use of lasers, e c.

The extent to which the institution will provide its on
related subject teaching, general education. (Separate area

school, service canter, comprehensive high school, community

college.)

Staff, Facilities, Equipment, Supplies, etc.

E. The pupil-teacher ratio in effect in the situation.

Some large city schools. (As many as 30:1 in shop)

Met vocational teaching tends toward 15:1 in some shops.

Recommend, on basis of successful operation.
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Mbst trade training shops

Yost technical shops

Mech. Drafting
Arch. Drafting
Industrial Electronics

Related subjects

Math., Sciences,
Blueprint reading .

Layout & Design

General Education

English, Social Studies,

j

(

Economics, etc.

The level of the instructional program.

Secondary, post-secondary, or both

Zk

15:1 Max.

O 20:1 Approx.

20:1

30:1

Provisions for large numbers of adults
(Apprenticeship, supplementary as well as preparatory)

4 Equipment must be keyed to intelligence level;
i.e., Simple skills and simple science for slower learners;
advanced science (testing materials, metallurgy) for more
rapid learners.

7. Shop equipment keyed to instructional methodology.

All students on same project (duplication of equipment)
vs. customer work method (single piece of equipment).

8. Shop equipment should be commercial and/or industrial standard- -
Size, variety, capacity, arrangement in operational groups.

Principles may be taught on smaller models, but attitudes
and motivation by students are important concomitants.

Adults will require standard commercial and/or industrial
equipment.

9. Instructional Order may affect Facilities Planning- -
The order in which subjects are offered may need to be studied.

Physics first may mean two physics laboratories
and one chemistry lab., (depending upon enrollments).

80% occupancy is about the target.
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10. Instructional Methodology may affect Facilities Planning,

A. Closed circuit television facilities

All students may see demonstrations; i.e., metal cutting,

chemical experiments, elector - metallurgical demonstrations

Electronic magnification greatest advantage

Simple camera, two large monitors

Use of tilted overhead mirror, i.e., Food trades

(salads, cakes, etc. )

May require tiered seating

B. Peripheral layout of laboratory furniture

Greater flexibility than traditional layout

Center area for large scale experiments and demonstrations

(i.e., Submarine periscope)

11. Provisions for library, gym, athletic fields and cafetorium.

. Same average young people who want same facilities found in

any school

. I.brary--one place for each 10. (A.L.A. Standard)

Elok. selection broad (fiction, technical, art, adventure, etc.)

Reference shelves, and help for students to use them

Cafetoriumr-So that single use of cafeteria at noon will not
be the only use.
Include ptaff aning area
Clean, voll lighted, pleasant

Some thought to cafeteria as a laboratory for preparation
of chefs and teaching of quantity food production.

12. Overall layout of area school facilities .

Office and quiet occupations in front of two-story building

. Laboratories and classrooms also

Wings to house noisy departments
Single story vs. multiple story structure

13. Shops and Laboratories

Well-lighted and ventilated
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Equipment not permanently anchored

Private offices for staff 6)

Clerestory lighting

Overhead bus ducts (contribute to flexibility)

Storage space in all shops and laboratories
Needed for: Projects under way

Evening school student storage

lockers and sanitary facilities

Service strip in shop areas

Levelator and I-Beam for some one of the labs/shops

Provisions for heat treating in metal-working labs
Mr, gas, water, electricity

lk Storage space as an important factor.

Most overlooked factor

Oast of excavating basements prohibitive

Storage of models, customer projects mock-ups; working
=dell; in automative labs, etc.

Need for storage between physics and chem. labs, and for
afar other laboratories

15. flexibility of partitions.

Cinder block, but not as load bearing partitions

May require constant changes in curriculums, addition or

deletion of curriculums

16. Parking space.

EVening, extension and adult education programs may be
3 to 4 times day enrollments

Each evening student in a car

17. Finally, the use of, and the encouragement to use a wide base

of resource personnel.

Faculty and its involvement in planning

Supervision and Administration as a part of facilities
planning curriculum activities



Out -of -state groups

Craft and Advisory co=ittees

industrial study groups



RESUME OF PRELIMINARY MEETING IV
FEBRUARY 6, 1967

The fourth prelininary meeting was held at Stouffer's University

Inn on the date above from 10:00 A.M. until 3:00 P.M. The invited

specialist and principal speaker was Mr. John Lyon Reid of Baumber-

ger and Reid, Architect from San Francisco, California. The topic

of Mr. Reid's presentation was "Ihrm and Content of Educational

Specifications to Better Meet the Needs of Architects." Upon

completion of the presentation, the local consortium composed of

vocational educators, school plant planners, architects, state

department personnel, and vocational-technical school administra-

tore, directed questions to Mr. Reid, sought clarification, made

pertinent observations, and drew implications for the Facilities

Project. The major observations and implications are categorized

and listed below.

Vocational-Technical Education

1. Vocational technical education is probably one of the most

stimulating areas in education today for new thinking and new

solutions.

2. Educators interested in the field of vocational-technical

education must be sure that the fields in which courses of

instruction are being offered have genuine learning potential

for the student and not just simply the learning of an almost

trivial manual skill.

3. Many employers are saying, "Teach my job applicants as much as

you can in general education and let me teach them the special

skills required by my industry." The rationale for such a state-

ment night be the rapid technology ana the surprisingly quick

rate of obsolescence of machine tools and methods.

4. Melly educators are saying that all high school students need

some kind of vocational or technical experience as part of

their general education.

5. There is room for an experimental approach to the problems of

vocational-technical education.
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dale of the Architect

1. Educational philosophy is important to the architect if he is

to gain the insight into what lies at the base of the educational

program which will be housed in the new school building which he

is designing.

2. The architect must see beyond what teachers have asked for in new

facilities and try to find new creative solutions..

Educational Specifications

1. Educational objectives, educational philosophy, and educational

programs are the springboards for educational specifications.

2. Educational specifications act as a bill of particulars, stated
by the educator to give the architect information he needs to get

a building problem within his grasp.

3. Educational specifications are a vehicle for communication between

the teacher and the architect.

4. Educational specifications should include a statement of the

educational philosophy.

5. Educational specifications should be complete; but at the same
time, they should be as brief and concise as possible.

6. In the writing of educational specifications, it would be well
to look beyond the things that are already known and to look for
new vistas of teaching and new slants to the learning process.

7. Educational specifications cannot state answers; they should,
instead, raise important questions.

8. Educational specifications can make their broadest contribution
as a stimulus for inquiry.

Facility EINMEIAK

1. The teacher ie the one who knows the student very well, knows
teaching methods very well, and is in a better position than
anyone else, in the field of education to assist in the panning
for educational facilities.

2. Planners Should not freeze their thinking into accepted and
recognized educational building patterns of today.

3. Planning guides should stimulate teachers, stimulate inquiry,
encourage hard thinking, and provide a real impetus for teachers
and others to do their own thinking and not just borrow what has
been put before them.



PRESENTATION BY MR. JOHN LYON REID*

AT PRELIMINARY MEETING IV - FEBRUARY 6, 1967

"Form and Content of Educational

Specifications Which Will Best Meet

Medi; of the Architect"

Educational specifications start with the educational program, and

they serve to translate the educational program into an architectural

program so that the architect may have a bill of particulars to work

with.

If the educational program has been in operation for a long period

of time and hasfbeen accepted as satisfactory, then the preparation

of educational specifications becomes a simple listing of room

spaces and the functional relationships between departments that

exist in older schools. This serves as a pattern for the new

school building.

This seems to happen more in the older and larger metropolitan

school districts. In such districts, architects are often given

room arrangement diagrams and suggested dimensions for rooms and

equipment.

When these things happen, educational specifications have little value

and creative thinking in programs and building design stops.

Beginning in the 1930's there was a reexamination of the educational

program in our public schools and out of it came the need fbr new

architectural thinking and new architectural forms. Educators began

to think about their program and the preparation of educational spe-

cifications began to have some meaning. Architects had some new

requirements to think about. As a result there were improvements in

education and in the architecture of school buildings. Educational

specifications have some meaning when there is fresh and creative

thinking about educational problems.

Beginning about 1946 there has been a great deal of new thinking

about the nature and meaning of education and about the new forms

and spaces it requires. Very few people have started to do any new

thinking yet in the field of vocationalteenleal
education =digitise

conferences that you are having now represent a new direction in the

field of educational thinking.

*Baumberger and Reid Architects, San Francisco, California
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Although I am an architect and not an educator, I will venture a

few observations on educational matters. During the last 20 years

there has been a pre-occupation among educators with the fields of

education more closely related to the professions, the sciences, en-

gineering, the field of letters, and the job of preparing secondary

school students for college.

nfortunately, the old
"shop" as I knew it in the 1920's has

not been brought up to date, even yet. I think that we finally, and

at last, have stopped thinking of it as a refuge for the mentally

retarded wive are now beginning to think of modifying it and re-

garding it as a necessary learning experience for virtually all

students, even those who are college bound.

Vocational-technical education is a field where the demands on the

student's thinking process may be as heavy as those in the fields of

science and mathematics. As a matter of fact, the fields are all

closely related. Associated with the field of vocational-technical

education is a belief that somehow a manual skill is related to the

learning experiences in this field. In my opinion this belief is

probably correct. There are not many opportunities for introducing

the concept of manual skill into the general curriculum except in

the arts and crafts, the homemaking and:the typing programs. These

subject areas, however, smack of the specialties, rather than of the

kind of fundamental learning experience needed by everyone.

If this kind of thinking becomes accepted in the field of education,

then a new kind of thinking most be applied to such areas as the mathe-

matics classroom, the science laboratories, the mechanical drawing

room and perhaps even the music classrooms, all of which we used to

regard as academically oriented.

There is much more resource material and much rare new technical in-

formation available to the architect now which makes it possible for

him to solve new problems satisfactorily. Be can make it possible

for the educator to introduce certain kinds of machine tool operations

and certain manual activities into the classroom. .if the educator

wants it.

There is the other problem for the educator in the form of the student

who may or may not go to college but who wants to earn his living by

making shoes, or making metal patterns, or working in a dental labora-

tory, or in an electronic shop of some kind. Machine equipment and

shop methods are changing so rapidly that employers now suggest that

job applicants that they want should have a good general education,

they, the employers, will provide the special training on the job.

But many educators believe that the candidate must have some special

manual skills and a knowledge of materials and their properties.

The typical college bound student gets this type of learning experi-

ence in meager amounts or not at all. I suppose the right answers

are yet to be found.

Little, if any, of this new thinking has been proven by classroom
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experience. The design of buildings must make it possible to try

out new approaches to vocational-technical education on an experi-

mental basis. This means that learning spaces must be designed so

that an educational hypothesis may be verified or disproven, and

in the latter case, changes must be made. Fl:acibility oil building

apace is needed.

These conferences will probably produce some new thinking in the

vocational-technical field. In order to carry this new educational

thinking into effective and imaginative building plans, it will

be useful to look at the roles of the educator, the architect and

educational specifications.

Behind every new schoolhouse there are two people who bear major

responsibility for giving it the form that it has; one is the teacher,

the other is the architect. These two work together to serve a third

person, the student. Both of them must know the student, and the

more each one knows about him, the better.

It should br: a simp'.e thing for these two people to plan a school,

but unfortunately it is not. The complex world we live in no longer

makes simplicity possible. The parent, the voter, the taxpayer, and

the citizen, all have different ideas about how young people learn,

or should learn, and they, with the assistance of the federal, state,

county, city and school district governmental entities, direct the

work of the teacher, administrator, psychologist, health officer,

coach, and counselor, as well as the work of the architect, acoustical
engineer, structural engineer, electrical engineer, mechanical engineer,

color consultant while scores and scores of competent, interested
specialists dart in and out. In a world where our total storehouse
of knowledge doubles in about every five years, the school must have

some flexibility in the design to allow the school to change.

Educational specifications are an instrument of communication between
teacher and architect. The knowledge that the teacher contributes
to the specifications centers on the student and the activities of
the learning process. The teacher knows the student and knows how
he reacts in his work and how he responds to stimuli. The teacher

can describe the activities of the process and the equipment re-

quirements. The teacher need not know anything at all about
blueprints. A common interest in education, and not in architecture,
brings the teacher and the architect together.

While the teacher need not know anything necessarily about blueprints
and need in no way apologize for it, the architect on the other hand
must know something about the learning probess. His knowledge of
education is not that of the practicing teacher, but rather that of
one who understands the learning activity so that he may design an

environment for it. The teacher must sharpen and deepen the archi-
tect's understanding of the learning process. The architect,
specifically, must know all of the affiliated fields of technical
engineering, building codes, the art and science of acoustics, color
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and landscape. He must know how to listen to the teacher and how to

place his knowledge at the teacher's disposal.

In order to design a school building, the architect needs to be told
everything that is known by the teacher about the students that will
attend the school, such as their racial background, homes, living
standards, their education both past and future. He must be told

everything that is known about the teaching methods and teaching
Objectives not only for the school which is taing planned but also
the entire school system. He must be given the detailed require-
ments of space and equipment that the teacher uses.

All these make up the educational specifications., They should be
concise and specific. The educational specifications should be
written by the teacher before this joint teacher-architect work
program begins. They are a platform for a long term, face to face
dialogue between teacher and architect that starts with the plan-
ning and continues for at least one year after the new schoolhouse
is occupied and used.

In what form do architects desire educational specifications? Archi-

tects want educational specifications in written form, concise, to
the point, and brief.

How specific should educational specifications be? Can educational

specifications be too detailed? They should be as specific and as
detailed as the teacher can make them; they should describe the
teacher's function and requirements; these represent the statement
of the design problem to the architect and from this he should have

the information to solve the design. The educational specifications

must be wirtten zo that they state problems, not solutions.

What are the specific types of information needed for the architect?
This has been answered in large part by the foregoing. The architect

wants to know everything about teaching that the teacher has learned
through his experience with students in the learning process. He does

not want the teacher to tell him about heating and ventilating systems,
floor covering or hardware, or about ceilint; heights, or windows.
These are the architect's business.

Should architects be involved in the preparation of educational
specifications? I would say, no. Since the educational speicfi-
cations represent the demands of the teacher, they cannot be prepared
by the architect. The architect may offer guidance and information
regarding the form and content of the educational specifications.
How can architect and educator best work together throughout the
planning process? Are written critiques of plans from an educational
point of view desirable or useful? No, the best way for an educator
and an architect to work together is on a face to face conference

basis. The more direct the contact, the better. I think that written
communications reduce, rather than enhance, frequent, ready and direct
exchanges and discussions which are desirable and necessary for best

results.

How can the educator be assured of desirable environmental' controls?
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This is a good question about an important aspect of the school
building. An experienced and competent architect is able to design
a good environment. You have to select an architect that is capable
of doing this; I do not think that checks and controls on the work
of the architect can help accomplish this.

Now important is balance among environmental factors? The achieve-
ment of balance is a first necessity for a satisfactory design outcome.
It is only through balance that the total environment has any meaning.

Does flexibility require good educator planning, architecturel
planning, or both? Does flexibility cost extra? Over the past 20
years, architects have learned a great deal about how to achieve
flexibility in schoolhouses. I used to think that flexibility did
not cost extra; I now believe that it does cost extra. How much extra
depends on the degree and kind of flexibility you wish. Architects
have slowly learned so that they can now provide the ultimate in
flexible building if the teacher wants it. The teacher suet learn
how to use it. The more sophisticated the design for flexibility,
the more knowledge and kaow-how is required by the teacher to make .

full use of it. In the more primitive forms of building flexibility,
the architect did nost of the design work and most of the planning
thinking. The advancing concept of flexibility requires an increasing
contribution and participation IT the teacher.

A carefully worked out set of educational specifications serves as
the basis of a stimulating dialogue between the educator and architect
which should generate new vistas in education and in architecture.
Educational specifications should always be written so that they can
stimulate and inspire all planning participants to think beyond old
and worn out educations/ and school building concepts into new and
distinguished solutions.
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MS= OF PRELIMINARY MEETING V
FEBRUARY 21, 1967

The fifth preliminary meeting was held at Stouffer's University Inn
on the date above from 10 A.M. until 3 P.M. The invited specialist

and principal speaker was Mr. John Standridge, Director of Vocational
and Adult Education of Atlanta City Schools. The topic of Mr.
Standridgets presentation was "The Relative Advantages of Core
Vocational-Technical Facilities." Upon completion of the presenta-
tion, the local consortium composed of vocational educators, school
plant planners, architects, state department personnel, and vocational-
technical school administrators, directed questions to Mr. Standridge,
sought clarification, made pertinent observations, and drew implica-
tions for the Facilities Project. The major observations and
implications are categorized and listed below.

The Vocational Student

1. Student interest plays a real part in facility planning since
a job demand in a community is not enough if students will not
actually take a course offered to meet the demand.

2. There is a need for vocational guidance in the lower grades
of school.

3. There has been a proposal submitted to the Federal government
to develop programs which would lead to vocational guidance
beginning at the third grade.

It. It is difficult to get students to register for courses that
will lead to employment which they could get without such
courses.

5. Student motivation is better when course activities are more than
just practice activities; their skills and products should be
actually utilized.

6. There is apparently a lower dropout problem in six-Year voca-
tional programs. This is especially true where there is good
counseling and guidance at the elementary school level.

7. Students could be shown the utility and value of vocational ed-
ucation as early as the sixth or seventh grades; the values
should be explained to them in dollar and cents terms rather
than philosophical terms or education jargon.

13
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8. Noy students drop out of school because they cannot see the
relationship between their academic work and their later occupa-

tional. objectives.

9. Students need to experience success at whatever level they are
working.

tio -Teel Education

1. One of the best ways to get across an instructional concept is

through a live project.

2. There is a pride of craftsmanship developed by the student when
he knows that he is developing a product which will be used.

3. An instructor in a iocational education program should be

actually instructs 1g rather than doing work for his students.

4. A lot of disciplines taught in the school are really vocational.
Yathematice, for example, is a tool necessary to cost any voca-
tional pursuit.

5. Mowing the student behaviors desired, kinds of learning activities

and other aspects of the educational program tends to answer the
philosophical questions.

6. if detailed questions in specific vocational subject areas are

to be asked, specialists in these various subject areas will
have to be consulted.

7. Research may be needed to find out needed floor spaces and other
requirements for various kinds of vocational-technical labora-
tories.

8. There is a need for offering vocational education programs at
lower grade levels.

9. Early guidance programs involve entrance tests, parent conferences,

and other activities designed to identify potential vocational
students.

Cor -Cluster Approach to Building Design

1. There are some architectural limitations on the designing of
vocational clusters; Lixitations result from use of rectangular
spaces, hexagonal spaces, whatever spaces are desired.

2. One of the first considerations in the cluster approach is to

determine what sub.ects will be taught and what subjects lend
themselves to cluster arrangements.
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3. If a vocational instructor is operating in two teaching stations,
visual supervision roust be provided from one to the other.

1. (bmmunity philosophy plays an important part in the detersdna-
tion of vocational curriculums; students will hot take courses in
occupational fields for which the community has little value.

In the event a school has both a day and a night operation, the
building must be designed to handle both programs.

30 Individualized instruction may not necessarily require individual
student spaces.

4. Mach of the information given to architects on vocational schools
today is the same as that given twenty years ago: tetermine the
number of teaching stations, the number of classrooms, etc.

5. A planning guide must not only raise questions, it must raise
importeuit, questions. If it only asks six good questions, it
serves a purpose of generating other important questions.

6. The architectural planning proceso consists of taking a graphic
or written explanation of a function or process of an activity
and converting it into a third dimension.

7. Facilities should be designed primarily for students rather than
teachers; very often, however, vocational teachers insist that
the building be designed exclusively for their convenience.

8. A planning guide should include the kinds of things that a school
director and architect, or whoever is planning a facility needs
to consider.

9. If the night program differs substantially from the day program
there are important building implications.

,or
10. Equipment should be selected in terms of program objectives.

11. It is very conceivable that persons involved in facility planning
do not know what the various alternatives are.

12. The family or cluster approach to the development of facility
planning guides seems to show the most promise; to develop a
comprehensive manual for the popular types of vocational programs
would result in an underly large manual which would be hard to
distribute.

13. Planning guides for the most part should tell zou things you do
not already know and allow for more detailed planuirg than
manuals already available.
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14. The planning guide to be developed would concentrate more on

the use of facilities for teaching purposes than actual facility

design.

15. It seems more important in a planning guide to find the questions

to ask rather than answers to give.



PRESENTATION BY MR. JOHN F. STANDRIDGE*
AT PRELIMINARY MEETING V - FEBRUARY 21, 1967

"The Relative Advantages of
Core Vocational-Technical Facilities"

Facilities for vocational-technical education have token an elevator
ride from the basement to the penthouse during the past decade. Prior
to this time programs of occupational, education,.for the most Tart, were
housed in vacated or inadequate and poorly designed facilities. These
facilities were available and the planning of equipment and instruc-
tional arrangement was limited to fixed areas. Usually the spaces
were designed for an entirely different purpose such as rifle ranges
for high school ROTC programs or industrial arts labs, or even
vacated classrooms with partitions removed to enlarge the space ne-
cessary for vocational programs. Vocational administrators as a
result had little experience in designing large facilities for multi-
programs of vocational education.

Since the passage of the National Defense Education Act of 1958 and the
Vocational Education Act of 1963, whibh appropriated:fUnds.for construc-
tion of facilities, and because of the national, state and community
interest in expanding vocational programs, a new type of vocational
administrator came about - one who could foresee and plan according
to what was needed instead of planning for what he could get by with
in existing facilities.

This new approach to planning for quality facilities made it mandatory
that planning shluld be done to meet the requirements of the curriculum
offered in a school complex. This involves developing the curriculum
first and then designing the best possible arrangement of spaces to
fit the curriculum.

Curriculum is also in fle process of changing in many individual
school districts from single occupational type to family occupational
types. For example, it is common practice today to plan for a complete
graphic arts unit made up of many different crafts instead of single
skill crafts. As a result of new concepts to curriculum planning and
facility planning, many schools have been built utilizing this concept.
The Atlanta Area Technical School is one example of core planning for
vocational programs and I would like to relate to this facility occa-
sionally during this presentation.

*Director of Vocational and Adult Education, Atlanta City Schools
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The Atlanta Area !ethnical School is located south of downtown Atlanta.

The two buildings on the 48-acre site have a total floor space of

296,284 square feet. The mein building houses all offices, euxiliary

services, classrooms, laboratories, and shops with the exception of

the aeronautical program which is in a separate building.

The area of the main building is 266,329 square feet. On the first

floor of this building are the administrative offices, cafeteria,

instructional materials center, and a number of classrooms. Admin-

istrative offices are adjacent to the entrance lobby, and nearby is

the food service area seating 340 persons. This area serves not only

as a dining space for students but also as an instructional area for

courses in food service management. Also, near the front of the main

building are the instructional materials center and a television

center. Close circuit television facilities include equipment for

originating programs in the television studio and portable equip-

ment for originating programs in the classroom. uctional spaces

are provided on the first floor for beauty culture, data processing

and computer programing, business education, and needle trades.

On the second floor are the auditorium, classrooms, laboratories and

shops. The autitortme seats 545 persons. Classrooms and laboratories

on this floor include those for mechanical trades and technology,

buining trades and technology; graphic arts, electrical technology,

electrical servicing, health occupations, and sciences. Diesel, body

and fender and automotive departments have 24-foot wide service doors

that open onto aprons which will be used for easy access to the shops.

These service doors and aprons at the rear of the top floor are at

ground level; the site slopes so that the front entrance of the

building is also at ground level.

A separate building houses the aeronautical program. This 29,955

square-foot aviation building has large areas for power plant and

airframe mechanics. Belated classrooms and shops are nearby.

SiiJ.WSrjaZRASIZM
Early thought on the school was in terms of a campus plan consisting

of several buildings. It b4came evident, however, that a compact

plan of only two buildings would provide more for the school building

dollar. Par example, the reduction in meMber of buildings resulted

in reducing outside wall by 2,593 linear feet for a savings estimated

at $259,300. Also, through use of the compact plan, the total roof

area was reduced and usable floor space was increased. The number

of parking spaces was increased, and security problems were lessened

because of fewer entrances.

The compact plan is not only more economical; it is eso more
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functional. Students and teachers may travel from classrooms to

the instructiona materials center and other areas with greater

ease than would be possible with the campus plan. Teachers and

students in different areas of learning are likely to communicate
more because of their prozisd.ty.

A feature of this compact plan is the use of large interior spaces

of approximately 11,000 square feet. Since walls within these

spaces are not load-bearing the space may be adapted to a wide va-

riety of arrangements.

ECONOMICS OF CONS CLUSTER PLANNING

In designing spaces of common elements mach consideration is

given to the ultimate use of these spaces. Students enrolled in

vocational-technical subjects usually spend about 1/3 of their

time in a lecture or classroom type of activity and about 2/3

of their time in a lab or shop type activity. We can say then

that for one section of students enrolled in Electronics (for

instance) in a six hour teaching dew that they will spend two

hours in a classroom and four hours in a laboratory. If we had

two sections of students the lab would be used the full day, but

the classroom would be used for only half of the day, that is if

we consider an eight hour day for scheduling purposes. So in

order to maximize the use of classroom facilities we need to have
several sections of students enrolled in a particular subject cr

we need to make the classrooms available for more than one subject

area. In other words, we would need one classroom for every

two labs or shops. This, of course, is an ideal situation art

would work well if everybody took exactly two hours in a class-

room and four hours in a lab for every quarter in a complete one

or two year program. However, curriculum patterns vary from one

quarter to another, from one program to another, and from one

school to another, but the general idea is to first develop the

curriculum pattern and then design the spaces the are needed to

fit the curriculum in order that mazimm utill zation my be gained

from both the classroom and the laboratory or shop facility.

Mere are other limiting factors such as evening school enroll-

ment in which the type of programs offered are usually of a

classroom type activity. So in the evening a school would be

using mare classrooms than laboratories or shops as compared to

the day program. There is another factor involving programs that

are heavily oriented to production type activity, the students in

these programs usually spend more time in the shop than do students

who are concerned with experimental type activites.

It is always a mystery to me to hear a school director make a

statavent that he needs to expand his facilities, that he has

outgrown the original design of the building and the number of

students that he has enrolled has made it mandatory that he
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make an expansion of both classrooms and laboratories. But

paradoxically as you walk through his building in the middle of
the instructional day, it is not uncommon to find both classrooms
and laboratories aud shops that are empty. What this director
needs is a good compai;er to do his scheduling. The price of the

computer would be cheaper than making unnecessary additions to
the building.

Core cluster planning has several economic advantages some of which
are:

1. Non - duplication of additional labs and shops - a single lab
may be used by more than one occupational group.

For instance a materials testing laboratory may be used by
students enrolled in such areas as machine stop, mechanical
technology, civil technology, welding, building trades, etc.

A sheet metal shop may be used by students enrolled in air-condi-
tioning and refrigeration, avaiation trades, etc.

Drafting rooms may be used by almost all trades and technologies
and it is good planning to have several drafting rooms available
in schools with large offerings. In the Atlanta Area Technical
School there are a total of eight drafting rooms in the entire
school facilities.

2. Common storage rooms maybe used by more than one occupational
group, especially if the type of material to be stored is re-
lated to all areas. We in the Atlanta School System at*the
Hoke Smith Technical School, designed a cluster of electrical
and electronic labs on the floor of the school's gymnasium.
The facility was erected with movable partitions so that when
we moved out of the Hoke Smith Technical School into the new
building we would be able to convert this space back to a
gypnasium. This cluster arrangement was designed in such a way
that we were able to get four laboratories, two classrooms and
one central storage space that was located in the center of a
rectangular arrangement. The four laboratories made up the four

corners of the arrangement and there was a classroom dividing
each laboratory on the long side of the rectangle.

3. Instructional materials centers may be 1.3ated in such a way
as to serve one or more occupational areas, depending on the
size of the cluster and how many areas are involved. These

instructional materials centers could house all of the visual
aid equipment for that cluster. A secretary may be employed
to tape lesson plans, examinations and other types of teaching
material that are needed by the instructors. She may also

duplicate this material in many copies by having central du-
pliating equipfilant located in these instructional ceAters.
Facilities for making transparencies and other instmtional
aids may also be housed in these instructional materials
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centers. We understand, of course, that in order for nowt
schools to have en instructional materials center, it must be
able to justify its existence by serving as many as 5 to 10
different occupational groups. In some schools only one in-
structional materials center night be needed, but we feel by
past experience, that no matter what size the school at least
one instructional materials center should be made available for
the instructors, and a secretary should be employed to do the
necessary typing of lesson plans and other teaching materials
that the instructors need. We have felt that we have a much
better instructional program when we try to avail the services
of this type to our instructors.

SUBJECT AREAS BEST AMPTED TO CORE FACILITIES

?bet of the planning of vocational-technical facilities being done
today incorporates the use of the concept of core cluster planning,
however, there are several factors to consider in the basic design
of mopt of these facilities:

1. Budget - the initial building budget may be inadequate to give
the proper leeway for complete planning. It may be necessary
to plan an initial facility realizing that it will not incor-
porate all of th subject areas that are ultimately going to
be housed in a space of property. It may be necessary to
design a program that will take several phases of construction
at different times.

2. Technological Changes - the change of occupational patterns
should be considered. If it is possible to anticipate certain
occupational changes ia a community, such as the partial de-
crease of workers in a particular occupation - areas such as
shoe repair, industrial power sewing, watch repair, etc., may
not have the training need to justify programs.

3. Won and Apprenticeship Considerations - there may be some
highly skilled trades tightly organized around the apprentice-
ship program that the setting up of laboratory or shop prepara-
tory programs in these areas might not be justified if the
placement of graduates would be difficult. The building
trades example may be so tightly organized that only regu-
lar apprenticeship programs are necessary to supply the labor
market.

4. Student Interest - even though there is a demand for skilled
craftsmen in certain occupations it must be realized that a
student market exists before establishing (mob courses. In
the Atlanta area for example we have employers crying for loom
fixers. There are many opportunities for trained people to
enter this occupation at a good hourly wage, but it is impossi-
ble even in the large metro area to secure an adequate number
of students to enter a training program for loom fixers.
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This is only one of many areas that is difficult to sell to

students. Other areas that we have found difficulty in securing

student interest aze: Sheet metal, tailoring and alterations,

upholstering and fUrniture re-finishing, uarbering, and others.

5. Geographic location the people who reside in one part of
the country may have different interests and background than
people who live in another part of the country. In the south
for example it is more difficult to sell students on skilled
training than it is in the industrial north.

These are only a few factors to consider in disigning a complete

building facility, there are certainly many more.

After it is definitely decided what courses are going to be offered
in a training facility it is then necessary to locate these in an
arrangement that would be most economical, most accessable, mat
easily to suppervize and to provide the best instruction possible.

In the next few page, I would like to talk about some of the subject

areas best adapted to core facilities:

Electrical and Electronics:

1. Electronics technology
2. Electrical Technology
3. Instrunentation Technology
4. Radio and Television Servicing and Repair
5. Industrial Electricity
6. Appliance Service and Repair

The following general. areas and apace allocations are suggested for
an enrollment of 15-20 students:

Facility
All classrooms
An toolrooms
All storage rooms
Laboratories
Shope
Instructional Materials Center

Sbace

Area in Some Feet
650 to 750
100 to 150
150 to 200

1250 to 1600
1700 Jo 2200
650 to 750

The entire spaces housing the students in electrical and electronic

curricula have a close relationship. It is possible for some of
the spaces to be used cooperatively by more than one specific course.
It would be important, thereibre, to have each of these areas loca-
ted adjacent to each other.

Because of the necessity of loading and unloading many appliances,

the appliance service area should be located on the ground floor.
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It is suggested that the industrial electricity shops and related
work areas be located on the gtotind floor.
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Epichand Tee o :

1. Mechanical Technology
2. Machine Shop
3. Drafting and Design
4. Welding Shop
5. Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
6. Sheet Metal
7. Meets:co-Mechanical Technology

The following space allocations are suggested for an enrollment

of 15-20 students:

Facility Areare Fee
Drafting Lab 1500 to 1750

Heat Treating 200 to 400

Grinding &OM 450 to 600

Machine Shop 2200 to 2600

Machine Tool Lab 2000 to 2400

Welding Shop 1400 to 1600

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration 2000 to 2400

Sheet Metal Shop 1400 to 1800

Materials Testing 450 to 800

Polishing Room 350 to 450

VAcro Lab 250 to 300

Macro Lab 150 to 200

Dark Reom 100 to 150

Space Relation...3ga

The various shops and laboratories should be arranged in such a

way as to make movement from one to the other relatively easy.

Classrooms within the department should be centrally located so

as to be readily accessible to all other areas within the mechan-

ical crafts and technology complex.

Some consideration should be given to locating the mechanical crafts

and technology complex in close proximity to the automotive, air-

craft, and building trades complexes in order that some common use

may be made of such inter-related facilities as welding, machine

shops, and sheet metal.
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building Trades and Technolomr:

1. Building Construction Technology
2. Civil Technology

3. Architectural Drafting
4. Carpentry and Cabinet Making
5. Masonry Trades
6. Painting and Decorating

7. Plumbing and pipe Trades

The following space allocations are suggested for an enrollment
of 15-20 students:

Facility
Building Construction Laboratory
Civil Technology Laboratory
Architectural Drafting
Carpentry and Cabinet Making
Masonry Trades
Painting and Decorating
Plumbing and Pipe Trades

Area in Sauire Feet
1500 to 1800
1800 to 2200
1500 to 1800
2400 to 2800
1800 to 2200
1200 to 1600
1800 to 2000

68

.Space 'Relationships

All trowel trades should be clustered. Common storage for such items

as sand should be provided along with waste containers. The building

technology, carpentry, and painting and decorating spaces should
be near one another to facilitate interaction in common activities.
The painting and decorating shop should be near the lathing and
plastering area and building technology farthest from the noise-
Laking shops.

Areas within each shop and con areas for storage among shops
should be situated near the point of delivery and as near as
possible to areas for actual shop work.
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health and Related. Occupations:

1. Dental Technology
2. Dental Assisting
3. Practical Rhrsing
4. X -Bey Technology
5. Medical Assisting
6. Medical Laboratory Technology

7. Physical Therapy

The following space allocations are suggested for an enrollment of
15-20 students:

21101_41.k.i

Dental Laboratory
Dental Assisting Laboratory
Practical Nurmtng Laboratory
X-Ray Technology Laboratory
Radical Assisting Laboratory
Physical Therapy Laboratory

Amin
1300
1300
1400
1300
1300
1400

Sauare Feet
to 1500
to 1500
to 1600
to 1500
to 1500
to 1800

Space Relationshtm

Some effort should be given to duplicating actual medical offices
oz sick room situations keeping in mind the number to be involved
in these activities. Small groups of students will be moving from
area to area and space for this movement shouldlbe provided.

Movement of equipment within an area should be considered. Mobile
carts will need to be moved in some areas. Small items of equipment,
such as aspirators or pumps, might be needed in other areas. Pro-

vibion should be made for this equipment to be brought in and out of
these areas at will.
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Business and Office Occumgtions:

1. Typing
2. Shorthand

3. Accounting
4. Office Machines

5. Card Punch
6. Distributive Occupations.

Most of the laboratory facilities in this family of occupations
need from 600 to 800 square feet for a class of 20 Students. The

card punch laboratory will need to be larger to accommodate the
machines. It is suggested that for each machine a space of 40 square
feet be allocated.

Space Relationships

Internal Traffic

The rooms in the business education department should be in close
proximity to each other. Access should be available to any room
without the student having to pass through other classrooms.

Nast instruction in the business education department is of the
laboratory type involving demonstration and operation of equip -
ment; therefore, the rooms within the department should be larger
than the average lecture-type classroom. The increased size will
also permit free access to and from every station in the room.

Orientation and laatkmggiat

Intra-departmental relationships. The typing rooms should be adja-
cent to each other. The office area should be located near the
center of the business education complex. The storage room should
also be located as conveniently as possible to all classrooms.

Inter-deurtspntal relationshiPs. The business education department
should be located near the instructional materials center and the
general classroom area. If the department is to offer clerical
service to the central office, it should be easily accessible from
the administration units.
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Food Trades:

Listing of laboratories:

1. Food Preparation
2. Mat preparation
3. Baking
4. Food Storage
5. Scullery
6. Serving Area
7. lining Area

FOOD SERVICE CENTER

General Considerations

71

The food service center should be considered an integkal part of
the operation of the school. The food service center is to serve
three major ftnctions: (1) to provide a training center for classes
in food preparation, cafeteria management, and restaurant-type
training service; (2) to provide opportunities for adequate and
nutritional meals for each student; and (3) to provide a place
for students to gather socially as during coffee breaks.

In addition to these functions, the cafeteria may serve as a place
to assemble students during the hours when the dining areas are
not being used.

The primary focus in designing the food service center, however,
should be upon the adequacy of the spaces to enhance the effi-
cient preparation in the serving of the food. Every effort
should be made to provide the best environment possible, and the
aesthetic qualities of the center should not be overlooked.
Spaces should be designed to serve the activities of students,
faculty members, visitors, cafeteria workers, and students train-
ing in commercial foods.

Space requirements will vary from school to school. It is sug-

gested that a professional foods layout consultant be employed
to work with architects and school administrators in the design
of facilities.
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Data Processingi

Data processing might be another area in which a large family
of occupations might not be involved.

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DPace Reguirementc

The data processing area should be divided into two major units,
(1) the unit-record room, and (2) the computer room. The unit-

record room, in addition to punchcard equipment, should contain
tables and individual chairs for approximately 15 students. This
would enable the facility to accommodate students during classroom
demonstrations. Adjoining the unit-record room should be a class-
room of average size. This classroom should be equipped with
tables and chairs, and could be used for related subjects as well
as unit-record subjects. The tables in this room could also
be used by students for work space during their laboratory time.
The computer room will need at least two work tables. The

equipment should be arranged in such a manor as to permit stu-
dents to observe demonstrations. However, due to the simplicity
of operation, demonstrations on the computer would not require
as much space for time as that in the unit-record room. Adjoin-
ing the computer room should be individual wor''.. space for com-
puter programmers. The general computer room is not a desirable
place for a computer programmer to work. It is strongly urged
that at least three areas adjacent to the computer room be
allocated for computer programmers. These facilities could be
utilized not only by those closely affiliated with the computer
installation, but also by instructors and students from other
areas of specializaton.

lb accommodate the previously described activities and necessary
equipment, it is recommended that the data processing center con-
tain the following spaces:

Facility Area in Square Feet,

Unit Record Boom 1000
Computer Room 600
Two Storage Rooms (300 ea.) 600
Three Programming Rooms (200 ea.) .400

COO sq. ft. total

Since Relationships

The data processing center should be conveniently located to the
administrative suite. The principal use of the unit-record equip-
ment will probably be for business applications. Key-punch opera-

tor training might be conducted by the business education
department, therefore, the kindredship of these two would necessi-
tate the location of the data processing department in the same
general area of the business education department.



tra. mental Relations. hips

The unit-record room and the computer room should be adjoining.

The storage rooms should be adjacent to each of these rooms.

The computer programer rooms should be adjoining the computer

room with easy access to and from each room. The location of

adjoining classrooms should be arranged in such a manner as to

make them equally accessible to the business education laborator-

ies. Cue classroom should adjoin the unit-record room with
convenient entrance into the unit-record room. This would pro-

vide easy passage from a lecture room to a demonstration room.
A lecture room should also be located near the computer room to
allow for both lecture and demonstration without having to move
a great distance from the classroom to the point of demonstration.
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rauhic us er:

1. Commercial Art

2, Photography

3. Plate. aking

4. Technical Illustrating

5. Composing
S. Offset and Letterpress

7. Bindery

Space Allocatiuns - 20 students

The commercial art lab need not be any larger than an average size

drafting room. The photography and dark room lab needs to Ve large

enough to house the equipment and several students for demonstra-

tion purposes. The general shop area may be open and could include

the composing room, pressroom, bindery, platemaking and space for

advertising art and layout. This thould%beone of the largest

areas in a school complex since it involves large pieces of

equipment and adequate space for the proper flow and handling of

cork and material.

Special. Reauirewbnts

Htimidity causes paper to stretch, shrink, and sometimes difficult

to hwAdle so it is recommended that air conditioning or humidity

control be installed for efficient and quality operation. The

shop should be easily accessable for the movement of paper to and

from the shops area.

Tho camera room and dark room should have adequate air condi-

tioning and ventilation to reduce heat and exhaust the chemical

fqmes produced in developing.

'the floor in the pressroom should be stable to reduce vibration

caused by the large presses, a ground floor is highly recommended.

The light level should be 150 foot candles for the entire shop

area.

Some provision should be made to reduce the noise level in the

press area.

Agostlalateataa

The printing shop will probably be used for the production of

certain instructional materials, so it is recommended that it be

located near the instructional materials center.

A customer receiving area is suggested to help control internal

traffic within the shop area. This area is especially desirable

if a large amount of live work is involved.

A large storage room for paper should be located near the paper

cutter and pressroom.
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Automotive Trades Cluster:

1. Auto Engines
2. General Service
3. Transmissions
4. Small Gasoline Engines

5. Auto Chassis
6. Trim and Accessories

7. Paint and Body

are Reauirements

1b provide for the activities in the automotive cluster the
following spaces are necessary:

Facility Area in Sauare Peet

General Service Shop 3200
Accessary Laboratory 1175
Chassis Laboratory 2600
Classroom 750
Engine Laboratory 2200
Body Repairing and Painting 3200

!pace Relationships

.kkerp.al Traffic

Students should have nextess to all wo:Ung facilities. The

trent. pattern shoulL cclow a tree flow of students from one
activity. to another and should allow easy access to equipment
and materials.

There should be adequate space for movement of cars, engines,
parts, and materials throughout the shop area. Car stalls,

equipment, doors and furniture should be arranged with ample
space around them for easy movement and accessibility.
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Aviation Trades:

Space Requirements

The following spaces are recommended for the aviation- mechanics

program:

Facility Area in Square Feet

Air Frame Section
Dope and Paint Shop 1,500

Air Frame Area 7,250
Air Frame Shop 4,350

Tool Room 480

Parts Storage Room 480

Powerplant Section
Powerplant Area 7,250

Powerplant Shop 4,050

Tool Room 480

Parts Storage Room 480

Air Frame and Powerplant
Classroom 768

Drafting Room 768

Office 48o
Total §B ;Ts

A large concrete apron will be needed for storage of aircraft. An
engine test area and an area for storage of combuitible fuels will
be on one edge of the apron. A balcony above the shops, tool

rooms, and parts storage rooms will be utilized for the storage of

complete fuselages, engines, and other aircraft components.

Space Relationships

Orientation and Relationships

The air frame and powerplant areas should be adjacent in order
to facilitate ease of movement between the two areas.

The tool rooms and parts rooms should be adjacent to their respec-
tive shop areas. The classroom and drafting room should be accessible
from all areas within the aviation complex.

Inter-Departmental Relationships. The aircraft shopb must be iso-

lated from the general classroom area due to the noise factor. The

shops should be located near the automotive and mechanical area.
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RESUME OF PRELIMENARY MEETING VI
FEBRUARY 27, 1967

The sixth welimina4; meeting was held at Stouffer's University

Inn on the dote above from 9:30 A.M. until 3 P.M. The invited

specialist and principal speaker was Dr. Dwight W. Allen, Professor,

Stanford Ibiversity. The topic of Dr. Allen's presentation was
"The Influence of New Instructional Techniques on Facility Plan-
ning." Upon completion of the presentation, the local consor-
tium composed of vocational educators, school plant planners,
architects, state department personnel, and vocational-technical
school administrators, directed questions to Dr. Allen, sought
clarification, made pertinent observations, and drew implications
for the Facilities Project, The major observations and implica-

tions are categorized and listed below.

Vocational - Technical Education

1. Out of philosophy grow objectives of the program; out of the

objectives grow content for the program.

2. If the teacher is a professional, then he needs to have a
professional place to work.

3. The twelve -month school year has always been considered a
problem because it is too constraining on people; however, it

might not be if teschers'and students' absences were pre-
planned.

4. As we nave toward more individualization of instruction, the
diagnostic function of education will become more and more

important. It may possibly take up as much as half the school

day in the future.

5. There are certain educational functions which can be supei
vised by a person with less training than a four-year college
trained teacher; it might be done, for example, by a two-

year trained educational technician.

6. Although students may come and go as they please in open
laboratories, they may also at the same time need a great

deal of supervision.

Vocational - Technical Facilities

le Space should. be functionally designed rather than departmentally

oriented.

77
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2. If a school really has a substantial independent study pro-
gram, space provided for independent study is not duplicate
space; it is in lieu of classroom space.

3. The library under a traditional program is called duplicate
space whereas in a flexible program the library spaces can be
counted as specific instructional spaces for students.

4. Space should be continually modified and provisions should
be made in the budget for its continual modification.

5. As long as then is a center corridor with a 30-foot span on
either side called classrooms there is little possiblitiy of
any modification of space because three rooms make a bowling
alley effect.

6. The concrete block wall as a flexible unit is still the cheap.
eat thing as a division between any two spaces, but there is
a psychological' barrier to removing concrete block walls
because they are heavy and there is the impression that it will
cost a fortune to move them.

7. might now space is designed for a single level of student
control, namely, students should arms be under the thumb.
Different alternatives of student control for the fUnctional
use of space needs to be designed.

8. Space must be designed for student access without disturbing
instruction.

9. Accoustical requirements need to anticipate student movement
during instruction.

10. Space coordination becomes more important as differentiated
activities are supervised by separate personnes.L.

11. One suggested base line for a resource center or laboratory
space is 100 students.

12. Experimental space (space designed for maximum changeability)
would be a way of encouraging change by facility design.

13. An T.,..chitect should continue to be identified with a build-
ing long after it has been completed,

14. It might be better to not begin a new educational program
when inadequate space must be used. If a program is poorly
housed, the program does not get fair test.

15. Very often when people get around to thinking about program,
it is too late for the program to be reflected in educational
specifications. Perhaps the motto should be, above all else
to keep the loader the walls.
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16. There is nothing inherently more expensive about flexible
space than non-flexible school space in school buildings.

lications for Develo ment of Facility Plannin: Guides

1. The first year of the project is not a production year, except
that one or tmo manuals will be produced to serve as pilot
manuals.

2. Planning manuals can go into detail without becoming overly
prescriptive.

36 Although planning manuals can get very specific the manuals
should also be open-ended. The planning guide is not inten-
ded specifically and primarily to help the architect; it is
to help the educator do his planning before the architect
begins to come up with a design solution.

4. Basically what we are trying to develop is a guide to assist
in developing a set of educational specifications.

5. Architects need to know the philosophy of a vocational program,
the curriculum content of each of the vocational areas, and
the specifications for equipment that will be included in
each vocational area.

6. We need to develop an atmosphere and an intellect of space
modification.

7. The architect should be informed to ignore the parameter of
thirty-student classrooms in the central hallway; otherwise,
by default, it will come out that way.

8. Architects are not always given sufficient leeway in terms of
the specifying educational design.

9. We need to look more carefully at the development of criteria
for evaluation of space usage; now only one criteria is used
namely, what percentage of time is the space used?

10. The process of facility planning if aided by a guide with a
long list of questions cats go a long way toward getting people
to think differently about educational specifications.

11. The most important part of any guidelines presented in a
planning guide is preparing people to address themselves
systematically to the widest list of concerns.

12. Another step in the planning guide would be to develop some
program alternatives. For example, a program requiring 40%
independent study time requires one set of configurations,
another type of program with more or less independent study
time would require another set of configurations.
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13. The vere process of making planners accountable for some

important educational issues will lead to some desirable
changes.



PRESENTATION BY DR. DWIGHT W. ALLEN
AT PRELIMINARY NZETDIG VI - FEBRUARY 27, 1967

"The Continuous Progress School Building"

New Definitions of Flexibility

When we talk about innovations end school facilities we need to
consider new definitions of flexibility, not flexibility in terms
of fads. In the 40's, schools needed skyiiihts'idtheroof;:in the
50's, we put in moveable partitions; today no self-respecting
school would be without carpeting on the floor somewhere. We still

go on creating school buildings with thirty-student rooms, row upon
row, and all of them use this square box design as a basic reference
point. A flexible facility is defined as any structure which
departs from this traditional pattern. However, the chief pre-
requisite is that the building must be able to return safely to
a traditional program usage in case the new approaches in flexibility
do not work.

What is needed now in the conceptualization of new school facili-
ties is a completely different approach to flexibility. We have

to develop definitions of functionally specific space which will
provide minimal environments for instructional purposes. School

rooms today paradoxically reflect excess facilities, designed to
insure multipurpose use of each room. We must be more specific and
define the instructional program for which the room is to be used
and thereby reduce the scope of essential equipment and space re-
quirements.

Many of our notions on the design of space are obsolete. For
example, we still consider it desirable to identify a teacher with
a room in the school. Until we define the role of the teacher in-
dependent of a permanent rc assignment, we cannot develop flexi-
bility. Teachers should on:i.z :)e identified with rooms for specific

instructional functions. The teacher's base of operation should
be an office, not a classroom standing empty daring a preparation
period. This becomes tore critical as the proportion of time
teachers are assigned to formal instructional groups goes dawn. It

makes the 30-student room for a single teacher absurd. The school

should be thought of in terns of new openness, encouraging both
casual and formal observation of instructional episodes. A teacher
using his classroom as an inhospitable castle is no longer appro-
priate. The professional should not feel threatened by outside
observation, indeed, many of the new instructional programs
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demand professional collaboration. Recent patterns of instruction
encourage casual student attendance at lectures for a variety of
purposes, eg., special student interests, or supplementing the
same lecture from another teacher.

Present facilities assume that all students will move through the
halls simultaneously. This creates traffic jam psychology in school
construction and leads to the assumption that it is not necessary
to design school accoustically to anticipate movement in the halls
while instruction is taking place.

We need to approach definition of space functionally. Rather than
designate spaces for English or mathematics, we should think of it
as space for conferences, seminars, or large groups. The exception
to this is certain laboratories or resource enters which are tied
to specific subject areas, though even here we ought to look care-
fully at fUnctions which might overcome specific subject identifi-
cations.

Today's school facility design anticipates the chronological grouping
of students. We must seek alternatives that have implications for
the organization of schools and the relationship between schools
of different levels. Tao often, flexibility of space is limited
to moveable partitions which produce very expensive modes of
flexibility because they are often installed indiscriminately,
the cost being most inconsistent with level of use.

Four levels of time flexibility can be defined for space conversion.
First, real time conversion may be needed. Ey that is meant that
space must be converted from one configuration to another while
the class is present and instruction in progress. A second level
of flexibility could be called demand anticipation conversion.
Here space could be set up for a requirement anticipated over a
weekend, or perhaps in a few hours. The third level is semi-
permahent conversion where modular or non-breaking'*allsvmoire to
suit program differences as they are identified perhaps eery
semester, or annually. Finally, remodeling should be considered
within the context of the school program when specific program
changes indicate more permanent conversion. School buildings should
never be rermamat facilities, freezing programs in their brick and
mortar form, but rather facilities which can be routinely modified
to allow for major directions in program conception. This change
in attitude would create a major revolution in facility design and
use.

In the next decades new concepts of study will emerge that have
implications for facilities. They may include such alternatives
as stand-up study or student conference study. We need to pro-
vide for variable monitoring levels of skill practice, for teachers
to work with students to red,Ice mislearning through more specific
remedial programs. Our concept of the school being "opened" or
"closed" may become obsolete as the need to provide variable public
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access for school -time and off-time use increases. School fa-
cilities can be created where using a portion of the facility
does not mean opening up the entire facility. Electronic flexi-
bility alone should make us anticipate dramatic expansion in the
use of technological devices ranging from computer assistance in-
struction and programmed learning to the more extensive use of
television, films, language laboratories, audiotapes, and other
audio visual devices.

Flexibility can be varied by space requirements over time. The load
factors can increase or decrease, for intensive periods of use, e.g.,
the little theater may be converted from a dramatic presentation, to
the use of several television sets simultaneously, and then later to
a band concert hall. Facility planning must include the possibility
of spontaneous teacher and student absences and greater discontinu-
ity in student, teacher, and school schedules. New patterns of
school days and school years should be considered. Perhaps the
students will come and go and teachers will come and go indepen-
dent of the formal opening and closing of school. This may relieve
pressure on facilities or it may create new pressures as techniques
evolve to make individualization of time schedules feasible.

Facilities Designed to Encourage Change

Present school facilities tend to perpetuate tradition and discourage
program and curricular change. Systematic design of facilities can
encourage change. One concept, is the systematic inclusion of ex-
perimental space in each building. Space that is designed for maxi-
mum changeability. Here teachers can come to develop innovations
in space configuration for pilot programs or special layouts for
existing programs. If the school has some portion of its facilities
set up with modular units, making it easy to change size, shape of
space, electronic circuitry, and equipment, it can have a labora-
tory for continuous space innovation, thus encouraging the staff to
examine their requirements. This should increase both efficiency
and effectiveness of the use of space. If experimental space were
available in a school its use would most be oversubscribed. Such
a facility anticipates that modifications in routine instructional
areas would be made to accommodate favorable results of such ex-
perimentation. Design can encourage change by creating alternatives
within a single building to provide a perspective on use of space.
Teachers in general have narrow notions of the use of school space.
To them, instructional areas are stereotyped and they are not look-
ing for alternative possibilities. We need to encourage a period
of empirical development in education wherein teachers are exposed
to alternatives. After this, or at best concomitantly, variation
in space configuration can be subjected to more systematic examina-
tion and hopefully specific recommendations can emerge for future
construction.

A continuing space consultant ought to be a regular member of the
staff of any growing district. We need to develop the expectation
of continuous updating and redesigning of space on a temporary,
semi-permanent, and permanent basis. The Stanford School Planning



Laboratory hes developed an imaginative approach where sufficient
school conacts are combined to attract major development efforts from
architectural and engineering firms for specific school applications.
Funding authorities need to be encouraged to develop differential
aid formulas for experimental structures to enable school districts
to experiment with innovation and school design. As a rule, those
school districts who are most innovative are usually identified with
the highest quality of program and the most substantial level of
community support. The public is mere ready to accept innovation than
we give them credit for.

We need to develop criteria for the evaluation of space use. We must
identify where savings can be effected and determine where the instruc-
tional program is hampered by inadequate space availabiltty. We need
to work toward the establishment of priorities and compromise in space
development and redevelopment. It may be that I." would be better to
6elay implementation of a program entirely rather than force it into
inadequate space. As long as we are willing to compromise and "make
do" we are missing the opportunity to systematically upgrade the school
program as these new needs are identified.

e zas ecU._.aMzetjamis..........m.....oEx leme s

Specialized space is integral to school building design. !any mis-
uses of space can be cited. Teacher offices are long overdue. if
we expect teachers to act as professionals, to engage in the indi-
vidualization of instruction, and to confer with students, space mist
be provided. The concept of a teacher occupying an otherwise empty
classroom during her preparation period is unrealistic. We need all
the spaces we have for the instructional program. The teacher needs
a Amite office to prepare materials which will be presented in a
specialized facility designed specifically to make that presentation
most effective.

A second special space is the resource center. This is program
oriented. It 4 much larger than a typical classroom. It provides
alternatives for staffing with both professional and support person-
nel. It gives space for independent study where students pick up
and return papers, where student records are kept, where materials
for instruction are available for student use. Another spaca to con-
sider is the materials production center for graphic materials, pro-
grammed learning materials, specific modular instructional units
and other teacher aids. These centers should be nanaged by personnel
who are professional or semi-professional, knowledgeable in subject
matter but technically oriented to graphic production, videotape
production, production of audio-film series and other special
production needs.

Seminar rooms become more important as we differentiate instruction.
They create an informality which encourages group interaction. They
lessen the probability of teacher domination. Some seminars will be
student-led, others will be teacher-led. Seminar rooms might even
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be clustered so as to provide various levels of control and super-
vision.

Independent study carrels can be located in the library, resource cen-
ters, laboratories and classrooms, and even the social center. We
think of these carrels as being general purpose, multi - sensory work

environments where students call on electronic aids like genies. Ac-
tually, independent study should be as specifically designed as other
instructional spaces. It is logical and efficient that not all carrels
be specialized with video and audio feedback potentials. Carrels
need many devices for the individualization of instruction, but not all
devices simultaneously. Each carrel can be highly specialized as to
function.

Tnical of the school of the future is the social Center. Hopefully
it will become a student and faculty social center where WI can
relax and take a break in the school day. It shovid be pleasant
in atmosphere and have esthetic qualities. These facilities do not
have to be expensive, a slightly modified concept of the cafeteria
can serve as a social center throughout the school day. We need to
have personal student work centers where students can initiate a
project, work on it, leave it, return to it later on, particularly
where complicated equipment setups awe required.

Planning rooms for instructional personnel are necessary if more joint
planning is to be done by the differentiated staff. The audio visual
center will grow rapidly and provision must be made for film and video
viewing, both for groups and individuals. Space ought to be provided
for intellectual extra-curricular activities as it is now provided for
athletic extra-curricular activities, the school's German Club, and
Linguistics Society, the Magicians, and Logicians. All of these must be
encouraged to participate in an intellectual development that goes
far beyond the routine of the school program. One way a school
legitimizes these functions is by providing well-equipped space for
their activities. Conference rooms to be used by both students and
teachers. become important as we consider experimentation.

The school needs to be freed from the sterile institutional form it
has today to make it en exciting place, a more dynamic and pleasant
place, a place that is designed to create pride and pleasure.

The Impact of the eianhi Staff on nSchool Deal=

The need for all the space alternatives sentioned in this paper
increases with multiple staff use. We will be evolving new concepts
of class size, instructional stations, and staff duties. Along with
this mill come new requirements for uzudent supervision and these will
demand different design for spaces. In some instances more privacy
is needed, in others, more openness is needed for cooperation. Staff
offices and planning spaces must be provided to encourage staff coope-
ration, cluster staff spaces will encourage staff working closely
together. As teacher functions are nifferentiated, more specific
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space requirements for instruction are created. Mich of what is now
administrative space in the school will become differential instructional
space such as conference rooms along with staff offices. Coordination
of space will become more important as differentiated activities are
supervised by multiple personnel. Fbnctional space will tend to be
grouped at the core and subject- oriented space at the periphery. A
differentiated staff will further the development of specialized
instructional spaces since the teacher will not be required to super*
vise all activities.

of 1 on Schqa_kaga

We think now of independent study space as supplementary to class-
room apace* Indeed, in more advanced programs a substantial propor-
tion of classroom space is replaced by individual study space. As
mentioned before, with modular instruction, accoustical requirements
need to anticipate student movement during instruction. Independent
study will increase the requirements for differentiated space*
Space will become more program specific and hence will require regular
modification. This mist be reflected in budget and in planning. Space
will need to be designed for student access without disturbing regu-
lar classes if students are encouraged to come and go as individuals.
Technological aids will require special configurations, availability
of electrical outlets and. other special elements. Different alter-
natives of student control are needed for different activities and
because all students are not equally able to assume responsibility for
independent study. Diagnostic facilities crust be integrated into the
instructional program perhaps in resource centers so as to accommodate
both student and teacher-initiated diagnosis. As diagnostic procedures
are developed more fully they will become more continuous and have
greater impact on the shape of an individual student program, and on
the program of the school as a whole. There will follow even more
varied requirements for student-teacher and student-student inter-
action--and for facilities to house them.

Summary

We have discussed several major points. First, we must design fa-
cilities which are not only ausceptable to modification but encourage
it. We must establish building manna which encourage change in the
use of facilities as well as to accommodate the original program con-
ception. Secondly, much more specialized space will be needed. This
apace can become oppressive unless it has the flexibility of a contin-
uous mechanism fox modification. Thirdly, school apace must be de-
signed more dynamically to create an esthetic, vigorous environment
for intellectual growth and personal interaction* Fburth, we must
not be afraid to make mistakes in facilities when faced with new ed-
ucational programs. Unless we are imaginative and creative in our
design of facilities, they will become a positive deterrent to program
developments. We lessen this risk as we become more oriented to
the notion of continuous modification of facilities as a legitimate
adjunct to program planning and budget allocation.
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All the recommendations are an admixture of general trends and

specific recommendations which reflect a very specific educational

philosophy. Educational innovation must provide a comprehensive ra-

tionale within which facility innovation can and will take place

at the same time properly designed facilities can both anticipate

and shape innovation. Unless we believe this, we will go on let-

ting the facility constrain the educational program by its very

structure. What is really needed is the recognition that the faci-

lity can be changed as easily as the program, perhaps cien easier.
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PART III: INTERACTION SEMINAR

On March 15 and 16, 1967, an interaction seminar involving the voca-

tional-technical facilities project staff, the local consortium,

and specialists from the fields of school plant planning, vocational

education, and architecture was held at StouffeesUniversity Inn,
Columbus, Ohio. A list of the participants in the seminar is in-

eluded in the appendix of this report.

The following procedures were followed for the two-day meeting:

Wednesday Afternoon, March 15

Participants were welcomed by H. Paul Snyder, Assistant to the Direc-
tor of The Center for Vocational and Technical Education and were
acquainted with the objectives of and the procedures to be followed
in the seminar by M. J. Conrad, Associate Director of the Vocational-
Technical Facilities Project.

The seminar participants were divided into three small groups for
the purpose of discussing and evaluating tentative criteria to be
followed in the development of a model vocational-technical facility

planning guide. These criteria were proposed by the project staff

as an outgrowth of the discussions during the six preliminary meet-

ings. The three small groups of approximately twelve persons each

were composed heterogenously of school plant geaft,s, architects,

vocationti educators, state department personnel, vocational school
districts officials, and United States Office of Education personnel

(See Appendix). The major criteria reviewed and evaluated by the

small groups were:

A. A Facility Planning Guide Should Deal with the Process of
Educational Plannin in.Addition to its se of

Translating Program Elements into Educational Specifications.

B. A Facility Planning Guide Should be Educationally Adequate.

C. A Facility Planning Guide Should be a Stimulus to Creative
Facility Planning.

D. AFmUlalsnnindeSGuihould Anticima_Copperative
Personnel Planning Practices.

E. A Facility Plannin Guide Should Encour e Co lete Ed-

ucational Planning.

I I III
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F. A Facilit Planni Guide Should Lead to Clear and Precise

90

Educational Specifications.

G. /11......u_nniGuideShould Recognize Change as the Only
Constant in the Educational Scene.

After a discussion of these criteria in small-group sessions, the
entire group reconvened to hear reports from the small-group chair-
men and to discuss the criteria further. The afternoon meeting con-
cluded with the seminar participants completing a checklist of tenta-
tive criteria for evaluation of a vocational-technical education
facility planning guide. On the checklist, sub-criteria were listed
for evaluation under each major criterion listed above. The check-
list is found in the appendix of this report.

Wednesday Evening.: March 15

At the evening session on March 15, the tabulated results of the cri-
teria checklist were presentee to the group. Particular emphasis
was given to criteria on which participants indicated widest areas
of disagreement.

Below is a rank-order listing of criteria for a vocational-
technical education facility planning guide as rated by the semi-
nar participants. The criteria are listed from.high to low
participant agreement.

1. A facility planning guide should clearly indicate what
it purports to do.

2. A planning guide should encourage provisions for future
program changes and building expansions.

3. A planning guide should help planners develop educational
specifications which will result in well utilized spaces.

4. A planning guide should ask the necessary questions rather
than supply pat answers to those questions.

5.* A facility planning guide should contain a check list of
things to be done throughout the educational planning pro-
cess so that the specific use of the guide can be put into
its proper context.

5.* A facility planning guide should contain a comprehensive
definition of educational specifications and clarify the
difference between the planning guide and the resulting
educational specifications.

5. See next page

*The extent of participant agreencia was calculated numerically.
Some criteria had identical net point scores.



Rank Order of Tentative Criteria for the EValuation of a

Vocational-Technical Education Facility Planning
Guide as Determined by Participants in the
Vocational-Technical Facilities Seminar

Criteria

1. A facility planning guide should clearly
indicate what it purports to do.

2. A planning guide should encourage provisions
for future program changes and building
expansions.

3. A planning guide should help planners
develop educational specifications which
will result in well utilized spaces.

4. A planning guide should ask the necessary
questions rather than supply pat answers
to those questions.

5. A facility planning guide should contain
a check list of things to be done throughout
the educational planning process so that
the specific use of the guide can be put in-
to its proper context.

5. A facility planning guide should contain
a comprehensive definition of educational
specifications and clarify the difference
between the planning guide and the resulting
educational specifications.

5. A planning guide should be a source of ideas
which will motivate educational planners to
creative thinking.

5. A planning guide should stimulate teachers
and other educational planners to do their
own thinking.

6. A planning guide should encourage planners
to think beyond accepted or recognized
educational patterns.

Net Score

50

43

41

39

38

38

38

38

37

7. A facility planning guide should explain
how the guide should be optimally used. 36

7. A. planning guide should not be so general
that it has no value to the educational
planner in communicating with the architect. 36
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Criteria
7. A planning guide should allow for flexi-

bility in time scheduling as vell as in
kinds of education41 programs.

Net Score

36

8. A facility planning guide should explain
the process of how one moves from the
planning guide to educational specifications. 35

8. A planning guide should encourage creativity
and innovations in the instructional program
to be housed in the planned facility. 35

8. A planning guide should help produce
educational specifications which encourage
creative architectural planning. 35

8. A. planning guide should treat outdoor

instructional activities and serve 38 as
integral parts of program planning.

9. A planning guide should reflect the fact
that a teacher is a professional and can
be helpful in the planning of educational
facilities.

10. A planning guide should encourage cooperative
approaches with business and industry in the
planning of vocational-technical education
facilities.

35

314

33

11. A facility planning guide should not contain
suggested floor plans. 32

11. A planning guide should encourage new school
districts to hire personnel to assist in the
planning of vocational programs and physical
facilities. 32

12. A planning guide should not be a list of
numerical standards or requirements. 31

12. A planning guide shovld elicit points of
view of variety of knowledgeable people,
both lay and professional.

13. A. planning guide should assist the educa-
tional planner in communicating with the
architect concerning instructional tech«.
niques and course objectives.

31

30
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Criteria Net Score

A planning guide should assist the
educational planner in making sugges-
tions about the spatial antra- and
inter - relationships of specific
areas. 30

116 A planning guide should help produce
educational specifications which tell
the architect the spatial and environ-
mental conditions desired rather than
how to provide them. 29

14. A. planning guide should assist the
educational planner in stressing to
the architect those conditions which
are hazardous to student safety. 29

14. A planning guide should include defi-
nitions of critical terms such as
flexibility and core clusters. 29

15. A planning guide should encourage new
approaches to vocational-technical
education on an experimental basis. 28

16. A planning guide should be so constructed
that it does not tend to produce common
answers to planning questions and result
in similar facilities. 27

17. .A planning guide should anticipate the
possibility of cooperative programs between
industry and vocational-technical schools. 26

17. A planning guide should allow for flexibility
in time scheduling as well as in kinds of
educational programs. 26

18. A planning guide should encourage sharing
among the various vocational subjects or
clusters of vocational subjects. 25

19. A planning guide should confront the edup
eational planner with the broad issues
and approewhes to vocational education
before considering facility questions. 22

19. A planning guide should emphasize the
need for educational program determination
at the local level. 22
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Criteria Net Score

19. A planning guide should be organized
in outline form Nith esy checking
scales to promote efficient use of
planning time. 22

19. A planning guide should reflect the
fact that the vocational school
environment should stimulate the
future work environment.

20. A vocational planning guide should
include all inst.:uctional and service
areas which bec-ivse of their location
in a vocational - technical school would
be totally different tram such facili-
ties in other sdhools.

21. A planning guide should be a form which
minimizes recording time and permits
maximal "think" time.

22. A planning guide should take into account
that students of various mental abilities
will be working in the same facilities.

22

21

20

12

23. A planning guide should encourage balance
between the various curricular areas. 11

24. A planning guide should have "do's" and
"don'ts" to prevent it from being too
generalized.

24. A planning guide should treat electrical and
mechanical facilities only when such facilities
have a bearing on the instructional program.

24. A planning guide should not only ask questions,
but should provide some direction by offering
all known possible alternative answers.

25. A planning guide should not be limited to
vocational- technical facilities but should
include all instructional and service fa-
cilities.

26. In a planning guide, philosophy and objectives
should be replaced by goals stated in terms
of observable behaviors.

10

10

10

9

1
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Criteria Net Score

27. A planning guide should reflect the fact
that vocational-technical education has
basic goals similar to those of genera].
education.

28. Different planning guides are needed for
high school and post-high school facilities. -3

29. A planning guide should not deal with the
philosophy and objectives of the school. -9

30. A vocational planning guide need not con-
sider facilities which are common to all
schools, such as food service facilities
and administrative offices, since adequate
guides already exist for these areas.





PART IV: SUMMARY

Millions of dollars will be spent on the construction of vocational-
technical facilities in the years ahead. The unprecedented expenditure
for vocational-technical facilities necessitates careful planning.
To assist in the planning of and for vocational - technical facilities,
a planning guide designed specifically to assist in the planning for
vocational facilities would be most helpful.

The purpose of the facilities project is to develop such a planning
guide. The project staff has utilized the services of many know-
ledgeable people in the early development of the facility planning
guide. A local consortium composed of vocational educators, school
plant planners, architects, vocational school district officials,
and state department personnel was organized for the purpose o?
developing criteria to be used in the development of planning guides.
The local consortium and staff met with six experts in various areas
pertinent to the project over a two month period. As an outgrowth
of these meetings tentative criteria were developed.

On March 15 and 16, 1967, an interactions seminar involving the local
consortium and invited specialists from all over the country was held.
At the seminar, tentative criteria and existing planning guides were
reviewed and evaluated. The seminar was a soarce of many ideas and
guidelines for use by the project staff in the development of a model
facility planning guide. These ideas resulted from small and large
group discussion in which concerns and suggestions were given, and
important criteria to be followed in producing a model planning
guide were delineated.

At this writing, Phase I of the project is near completion. Re-

maining activities in Phase I of the project are the completion of
a basic model facility planning guide, the submission of a project
proposal and the completion of a facility planning guide in a
specific vocational area such as homemaking or health education.
Phase II of the project is scheduled to begin in October 1967.
During this second phase, various vocational and technical specialists
throughout the country will be contracted to develop vocational-
technical planning guides in accoreance to the model guide produced
by the project staff during ihase I of the project.
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Hednesda tr_y_ieeArifil..1.1_arch 15, 1967

Generally, the group was in agreement that a vocational-technical
facility planning guide should be a non-descriptive instrument which
can be used cooperatively by various groups participating in faci-
lity planning to develop creative and imaginative solutions to the
housing of desired educational programs. The purpose and utiliza-
tion of the guide should be easily un(..;:stood by educators, architects,
and lay personnel.

The seminar participants displayed conflicting points of view over
the general format of the guide (e.g., degree of open-endedness,
providing alternative answers, etc.) and the extent to which the
planning guide should deal with the philosophy and objectives of a
vocational-technical school. There was also substantial disagree-
ment on the number and kind of guides necessary for complete and
adequate facility planning.

The Wednesday evening meeting was characterized by lengthy and spiri-
ted discussion. Some of the principle concerns and observations
made were:

1. A facility planning guide ought to direct its attention to what
questions should be asked of various kinds of people, and how
the best use can be made of persons with particular kinds of
expertise.

2. The guide should be adapted to the planning of a complete school
which includes not only vocational laboratories and shops, but
also the service and auxiliary areas which-are, necessary' td house
a complete educational program.

3. Planning guides should be a technique which enables the ed-
ucator to communicate with the architect.

4. The planning guide ought to call attention to the alterna-
tives in facility planning and to the educational and archi-
tectural consequences of the alternatives.

5. Floor plans should be avoided in planning guides; however,
Sketches and other ways of showing spatial, thermal, sonic,
and visual relationships nigbt be helpfUl.

6. In planning for vocational and technical facilities it is
necessary to have a document which requires from the educator
some information about a master or long-range plan which can
be communicated to the architect through educational specifica-
tions.

7. In spite of the fact that primarily architects and educators
will be involved in planning, it can not be overlooked that
school board members will be looking for information, making
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decisiois and consequently looking at a document of this

nature.

8. One belief is that the responsibility for development of educa-
tional specifications rests solely with the educator, and with
that responsibility goes the further responsibility of con-
tacting lay people who can assist him in working with the ar-
chitect, with teachers, and with others who are involved in the
educational planning for educational facilities.

9. It is not sufficient for a guide to merely stay out of the way
of educational program; it must also implement the planning
process so that better educational facilities will be developed.

10. There is a real question as to whether or not philosophy and
objectives should appear in the facility planning guide and

in what form. There may be a feeling that philosophy and ob-
jectives are only educational gobbledy gook. and not necessary
to a planning guide.

11. A planning guide should not express any specific educational
philosophy, but should cause the persons who are writing
specifications to develop their own.

12. Questions on philosophy and objectives appearing in a planning
guide should not be loaded questions.

13. A well designed planning guide will work on all grade levels.

14. One planning guide might not be able to cover a range of
educational specifications which would include junior high
school, high school, and post high school vocational-techni-
cal education programs.

15. One planning guide might be concerned with roles of various
kinds of personnel in the planning process.

16. A general guide may not be sufficient to assist edequately in
planning because general guides do not usually get down to the
fine detail that is necessary to do an efficient job of writ-
ing educational specifications.

17. Perhaps two distinct kinds of planning guides should be deve-
loped: an open-ended guide to stimulate thinking along the
right route; and a directive one which offers specific help
with thinking and planning.

18. A directed document is acceptable in the sense of direction in
terms of alternatives, but not direction in terms of prescrip-
tion.

19. The fact that equipment end machines these days cost so much
more may mean that various vocational areas of necessity must

share and cooperate in their use.
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20. A check-list kind of guide alone is not enough; a guide should
be open-ended enough to allow the planner to write a paragraph
or two and to come up with something different then outlined

in the questions.

,Thuroday_marning, March 16, 1967

On Thursday morning, the small groups were given some examples of
existing planning guides for review and evaluation. The sample
planning guides ranged from very general in nature to very specific

and prescriptive documents.

After completion of the small group meetings in which the sample
planning guides were discussed in light of the criteria established
on Wednesday, the large group reconvened and the group committee

chairmen gave reports on the results of their discussions. Impor-

tant observations made by the committee chairmen who spoke in
behalf of their groups included!

1. The pamglet issued by the U.S. Office of Education on planning
for vocational-technical facilities represents a good stetting
point; but a guide with more depth is necessary to develop
useful educational specifications.

2. Planning guides which emphasize process and approach rather
than describing or outlining standards are of more value.

3. Questions in a planting gicle should lead to the making of the
necessary decisions which here to be made in order to c.Alect
the information needed to write educational specifications.

It. The planning guide to be developed by the project staff should
contain a pertinent annotated bibliography.

5. The planning guide to be developed should encourage the use
of architects in the early planning stages, in the educational
planning, and in the act of writing educational specifications.

6. The facility plannin guide or guides to be developed must pro-
vide a way of stimulating thought while nffering enough structure
to guide thinking. They should also provide sufficient open-
endedness to encourage planners to think and to add additional
things.

7. The planning guide to be developed might need a fairly sizable
appendix where some of the specifics could be included which would
not appear in the context of the guide.

8. Tolima two guides need to be developed: one general guide;
one more specific guide.

9. It should be clearly indicated in the planning guide to be deve-
loped that part of the planning process includes working with
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the instructional staff to get them to think creatively and
to seek new and better ideas for the construction of facilities
to house the desired educational program.

10. Although a team approach is needed in LLe development of plan-
ning guides, one person probably can write a better and a more
unified document that a team. However, there should be avail-
able to the writer en advisory committee with diverse back-
grounds.

=s Afternoon, 16, 1967

On Thursday afternoon, the participants were again divided into three
smell groups; however, this time the groupings were more homogenous.
Group one was composed of vocational-technical edUcators, group two
was composed of school plant planners, and group three was composed
of architects. The charge to these groups was to try to identify
special problems and implications relative to planning vocational-
technical facilities with respect to their own areas of competence.
These groups net for a period of approximately two hours after which
they met again in general session and an elected chairman for each
of the groups gave a committee report. Among the concerns expressed
were:

1. There is an immedinte and urgent need for planning guides.
During the next three or four years, Ohio will be spending
approximately $163,000,000 for the construction of vocational-
technical facilities.

2. The gu.f. de should be turned out quicklr-porribly in loose leaf
form and with the inclusions of the U.S. Office of Education
pamphlet and the AVA (American Vocational Association) guide
in the package.

3. The preliminary or model guide to be developed should include
en annotated bibliography of all currently available guides in
various vocational-technical education program areas.

4. The preliminary guide to be developed should be a general guide
which would not focus on a specific area like health occupations;
it would be a general guide for the writing of educational spe-
cifications.

5. The group composed of school plant planners were in agreement
that one guide would suffice for the development of specifica-
tions for vocational-technical facilities at all levels.

6. The environmental conditions resulting from the design of a
vocational schc.1 should help remove some of the stigma which
has traditionally been attadhed to vocational education.

After a discussion of the above concerns and a brief summary of the
two -day seminar by I.E. Valmtine, Associate Director of the Vocational -
Technical Facilities Project, the meeting was adjourned.
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Appendix A

CAIENDAR OF EVENTS

VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION FACILITIES PROJECT

2EOle.ted Events

January 9, 1967

January 18, 1967

January 30, 1967

February 6, 1967

February 21, 1967

February 27, 1967

Preliminary Meeting I: FUture Trends in
Vocational-Technical Education -- Dr.

Melvin Barlow

Preliminary Meeting II: Need and Value of
Educational Planning -- Dr. W. F. Clapp

Preliminary Meeting III: Single Couzse vs

Curriculum Approach to Vocational- Technical

Education -- Dr. Joseph Nerden
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Preliminary Meeting IV: Form and Content of
Educational Specifications to Batter Meet the
Needs of Architects -- Mr. John L. Fad

Preliminary Meeting V: The Relative Ad-

vantages of Core Vocational - Technical

Facilities -- John Standridge

Preliminary Meeting VI: The Influence of
New Instructional Techniques on Facility
Planning -- Dr. rwight Allen

Merch 15 and 16, 1967 Interaction Seminar to Establish Project
Directions -- Invited Specialists

Protected Events

Jbne 15, 1967

Jay 30, 1967

August 15, 1967

August 15, 1967

Summary Report of Project Activities

Completion of a Basic Model Facility Plan-

ning Guide

Submission of a Project Proposal

Completion of a Facility Planning Guide in
Either the HOmemaking or Health Education
Vocational Area
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Vocational-Technical Education Facilities Pro 'ect

Members of Local Consortium

Robert E. Taylor, Director
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Jerald Bromback, Coordinator
Vocational and Industrial Education
Findlay City Schools
Findlay, Ohio

M. J. Conrad, Head
Administration and Facilities Unit
School of Education
The Ohio State University
Coludbus, Ohio

Calvin J. Cotrell, Specialist
Trade and Industrial Education
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

William Dean, Supervisor
Building Section
State btpartment of Education
State Office Building
Columbus, Ohio

James J. Foley
Kellam and Foley Architects
1621 West First Avenue
Columbus, Ohio

William J. Griffith, Director
Office of Campus Planning
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

John L. Kline, Architect
4103 Old Mill Road
R. R. #1
Springfield, Ohio
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William R, Mason, Director
Technical Education
Cleveland City Schools
Cleveland, Ohio

Richard F. Meckley, Research Assistant
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Aaron J. Miller, Specialist
Technical Education
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

D. R. Purkey, Supervisor
Construction and Work-Study Programs
Division of Vocational Education
State of Ohio
Department of Education
Columbus, Ohio

Byrl R. Shoemaker, Director
Division of Vocational Education
State of Ohio
Department of Education
Columbus, Ohio

James Spadafore, Director
Eastern Franklin County Joint Vocational School District
Columbus, Ohio

David M. Ward
Ward and Schneider Architects
1720 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio

A. E. Wohlers, Professor
Administration and Facilities Unit
School of Education
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Ivan E. Valentine, Consultant and Research Coordinator
The Center for Vccational and Technical Education
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio
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The Vocational - Technical Education Facilities Planning Project

Stouffer's Uhiversity Inn
Columbus, Ohio 43202

Sponsored by

The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, and the

Administration and Facilities Unit,
School of Education

The Ohio State University

Wednesdayt.parch 15. 196Z

1:00-1:30 - General Session

Welcome
H. Paul Snyder, Assistant to the Director, The

Center for Vocational and Technical Education

Project Overview
N. J. Conrad, Head, Administration and Facilities

Mit, School of Education, The Ohio State tbiver-

sity

1:30 -3 :30 - Small Group Discussion: Maior Criteria for the EVa1g7

ation of Vbtational-TeduiScal
Education Facilit Planning
Guides.

Group I Chairmen, C. J. Cotrell
Group /1 pbairman, W. J. Griffith
Group III Chairmen, A. E. Wohlers

3:30-5:00 - General Session

Presiding - I. E.Iralentine

Group Chairmen report of small groups

Total Group Discussion

Rating Tentative Criteria

5:00-7:30 - Dinner Break

7:30-9:30 - General Session

Presiding - M. J. Conrad
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ThursdaYAJRUNIL26162

8:30-8:45 - General Sehsion

Presiding - I.E. Valentine

8:45-10:30 - Small Group Ieetings: Review, discussion, and evaluation
of examples of selected planning
guides (same groups composition
as Wednesday afternoon)

Group I
Group II
Group III

10'30-11:30 - General Session

Presiding - M. J. Conrad

Group Chairmen Reports of small groups

Tbtal Group Discussion

11:30-1:00 - Lunch

1:00-1:15 - General Session

Presiding - M. J. Conrad

1:15-2:15 - Special /hterest groups to discuss problems and impli-
cations of the proposed planning guide.

Group A - Vocational- Technical
Educators

Group B - School Plant Planners
Group C Architects

2:15-3:00 - General Session

Presiding - I. E. Valentine

Panel of special interest group chairmen discuss
results of small group meetings and identifY
special areas of concern.

3:0".) Adjourn
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Interaction Seminar

The Vocational-Technical Education Facilities Planning Project

Stouffer's University Inn
Columbus, Ohio

Participants

PROJECT STAFF

Robert E. Taylor, Director
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education

The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

M. J. Conrad, Head
Administration and Facilities Unit
School of Education
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Ivan E. Valentine, Consultant and Research Coordinator

The Center for Vocational and Technical Education

The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Richard F. Meckley, Research Assistant
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education

The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

GROUP I

Calvin J. Cotrell, Chairman
Trade and Industrial Education
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education

The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

John L. Kline
Architect
Springfield, Ohio

Keith Stoehr
Director of Kenccha

Kenesha, Wisconsin
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James D. Mac Connell
Stanford University
Stanford, California

Stephen Knezevich
Associate Secretary, RASA
Washington, D. C.

Kenneth R. Widdall
Executive Secretary, NCSC
East Lansing, Michigan

Sylvia L. Lee
Home Edoriomics

The Center for Vocational and Technical Education
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

D. R. Purkey, Supervisor
Construction and Work-Study Programs
Division of Vocational Education
State Office Building
Columbus, Ohio

James Spadafore, Director
Eastern Franklin County Joint Vocational School District
ColuMbus, Ohio

William W. Chase
Department of Health, Education and Welfare

U. S. Office of Education
Washington, D. C.

Jerald Bromback, Coordinator
Vocational and Industrial Education
Findlay City Schools
Findlay, Ohio

GROUP II

Milton Larson
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado

William J. Griffith, Chairman
Research Associate
Offices of Campus Planning
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio
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William R. Mason, Director
Technical Education
Cleveland City Schools
Cleveland, Ohio

Louis Fibel
American Association of Junior Colleges
Washington, D. C.

Lloyd Waite, Director
School Plant
Caddo Parish School Board
Shreveport, Louisiana

John L. Cameron, Chief
Administrative Instructional Support Branch
U. S. Office of Education
Washington, D. C.

Teresina B. Thompson
Springfield Technical Institute
Springfield, Massachusetts

Aaron J. Miller
Technical Education
The Center for Vo....ational and Technical Education
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

GRCUP III

A. E. Wohlers, Professor - Chairman
Administration and Facilitier Unit
School of Education
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

William Dunton
Rock Hill
Missouri

David M. Ward
Ward and Sthneider Architects
Cleveland, Ohio

Basil L. Hick
State Department of Education
Educational Facilities Planning
Albany, New York



Lou Lombardi
Chief Technical Institutes
State Department of Education
Hartford, Connecticut

C. W. McGuffey
Executive Director
Assoc. Consultants in Education, Inc.
Tallahassee, Florida

W. O. Wilson
University of New Mexico
College of Education
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Byrl R. Shoemaker, Director

Division of Vocational Education
Department of Education
State Office Building
Columbua, Ohio

Robert D. Balthaser, Supervisor
Business and Office Education Section
Division of Vocational Education
State Office Building
Columbus, Ohio

Robert D. Balthaser, Supervisor
Business and Office Education Section
Division of Vocational Education
State Office Building
Columbus, Ohio
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Facility Needs to Accommddate Projected Enrollments
Vocational and echnic Education

Year

Enrollment New Work
Increased Over Stations

Enrollment Previous Year Needed 1/ Estimated Cost 2/

1964 4,566,393 ... ... - --

1965 5,430,631 864,218 288,073 $ 532,935,050

1966 5,789,520 358,9o9 119,636 221, 326,600

1967 6,368,472 578,952 192,964 357,020,400

1968 7,3?3,742 955,270 318,423 589,082,550

1969 8,205,828 882,086 294,029 543,953,650

1970 9,676,1115 1,470,587 490,196 906,862,600

1925....1 .14_,_000 000 4 2 8 1 41.ILL ti2j__....,.1..,,a14M....66no o

Totals 11011111111 9,433,607 3,144, 536 $5,817,391.000

3,1 Work stations needed are calculated on the basis of each station
serving three different students in classes operated -- one in the
morning, one in the afternoon, and one in the evening.

Estimated costs for facilities are calculated by multiplying the
number of new work stations needed by $1,850. Justification for the

cost of $1,850 per student-work station is indicated as follows:

A sampling of 20 contracts for school construction accorr

plished in 1965 in several states reveals a median cost
of $1,890 per pupil. Cost data are based on 1965 con-
tract data published in the Enfineerinit News Record.
Coats per pupil ranged from a state average of $882 in
Texas, to 0,300 in Massachusetts. Average costs per
square foot ranged from $11 in Kansas, to $25 in New

York City and Hawaii. The norm was a little better than

$20.

Previous projections when correlated with states'
reported construction indicated average costs of
$1,850 per pupil or per work station, avd $20 per
square foot. These costs were derived from an es-
timated total of $85+ million for constructing 1,978
classrooms, shops, and laboratories.

Source: U.S. Office of Education, Bureau of Adult and Vocational
Education.
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Appendix F

The Vocational-Technical Education Facilities Planning Project
Stouffer's University Inn
Columbus, Ohio 43202

CHECK LIST OF TENTATIVE CRITERIA
FOR THE EVALUATION OF

VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION FACILITY PLANNING GUIDE

Following is a list of tentative criteria to assist the project staff
in the development of a pilot guide for planning vocational- technical
facilities. These specific criteria statements are organized under
seven major criteria. Will you please read each specific criterion
statement and put a check mark in the appropriate spaces to indicate
your degree of agreement or disagreement with the statement. Use the

following scale:

A. A Facili Planni

SA - Strongly agree
A - Agree
U - Undecided
D - Disagree
SD - Strongly disagree

C r de Should Deal with the Process of Educational
se of Translating-Program

SA A D SD

MIMI OM II. OM MEMO

Planning, RIddition to its Pit
Elements into Educational Spec ca ions.

1. A facility planning guide should clearly
indicate what it purports to do.

2. A facility planning guide should erplain
how the guide should be optimally used.

3. A facility planning guide should contain
a check list of things to be done throughout
the educational planning process so that
the specific use of the guide can be put
into its proper context.

4. A facility planning guide should contain
a comprehensive definition of educatimal
specifications and clarify the difference
between the planning guide and the resulting
educational specifications.
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SAAUDSD
5. A facility planning guide should explain

the process of how one moves from the
planning guide to educational specifications.

B. ciAi enni de be Educationally
Adeauate.

1. A planning guide should reflect the fact that
vocational-technical education has basic goals
similar to those of general education.

2. A planning guide should not deal with the
philosophy end objectives of the school.

3. A. planning guide should confront the educational
planner with the broad issues and approaches
to vocational education before considering
facility questions.

4. In a planning guide, philosophy and objectives
should be replaced by goals stated in terms of
observable behaviors.

5. A planning guide should take into account that
students of various mental abilities will be
working in the same facilities.

6. A planning guide should encourage balance be-
tween the various curricular areas.

7. A. planning guide should anticipate the possi-
bility of cooperative programs between industry
and vocational-technical schools.

8. A planning guide should allow for flexibility
in time scheduling as well as in kinds of
educational programs.

9. Different planning guides are needed for high
school and post-high school facilities.

10. A planning guide should help planners develop
educational specifications which will result in
well-utilized spaces.

COMM WO OM GNP =MIMI

MiNSO NM ONO WM MEMO

=MINI, OM OM 111111110

C. Facilitv PlanningAtide Shoul be a Stimulus to Creative Facilit

=MID&
1. A planning guide should encourage creativity and

innovations in the instructional program to be
housed in the planned facility.
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A.A. A M

2. A planning guide should help produce educational

specifications which encourage creative architec-

tural planning.

3. A planning guide should be a source of ideas

which will motivate educational planners to cre-

ative thinking.

--- - --

IMMO OW

4. A planning guide should ask the necessary guestions

rather than supply pat answers to those questions.

5. A planning guide should not be a list of numerical

standards or requirements.

6. A planning guide should be so :ontructed that it

does not tend to produce common answers to plan-

ning questions and result in similar facilities.

7. A planning guide should stimulate teachers and

other educational planners to do their own think-

ing.

8. A facility planning guide should not contain sug-
gested floor plans.

9. A planning guide should help produce educational

specifications which tell the architect the spa-

tial and environmental conditions desired rather

than how to provide them.

10. A planning guide should have "do's" and "don'ts"

to prevent it from being too generalized.

11. A planning guide should be a form which minimizes

recording time and permits maximal "think" time.

- --

SWOON NEI IMO OMB MIERM

WOO

D. A Facility Plannina deft Should Anticipate erative Personnel

Planning Practices.

1. A planning guide should elicit points of view of

a variety of knowledgeable people, both lay end
professional.

2. A planning guide should encourage cooperative

approaches with bueineas and industry in the

planning of vocational-technical education faci-

lities.

3. A planning guide should encourage sharing among
the various vocational subjects or clusters of

vocational subjects.

MOM OM OM COMO

MOM Mil GM WO =OM
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BAAND12

It. A planning guide should reflect the fact that
many pieces of equipiient and machines can be
used in a number of relate! vocational-technical
areas.

5. A planning guide should reflect the fact that a
teacher is a professional and can be helpful in
the planning of educational facilities.

6. A planning guide should emphasize the need for
educational program determination at the local
level.

7. A planning guide should encourage new school die-
tricts to hire personnel to assist in the planning
of vocational programs and physical facilities.

E. t F c
ilannings.

1. A planning guide should not be limited to vocational-
technical facilities but should include all instructional
and service facilities.

ul Encour e 6. gi le e Education

2. A vocational planning guide need not consider fa-
ditties which are common to all schools, such
as food service facilities and adanistrative
offices, since adequate guides already exist for
these areas.

3. A vocational planning guide should include all
instructional and service areas which because of
their location in a vocational-technical school
would be totally different from such facilities in
other ahcools.

111111110 WO INN NM OWENS
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4. A planning guide should treat outdoor instructional
activities and services as integral parts of pro-
gram planning. =MD MN MD MB 01010

4111111111,

5. A planning guide should treat electrical and mechan-
ical facilities only when such facilities have a
bearing on the instructional program.

0. A planning guide should not only ask questons, but
should provide some direction by offering all known
possible alternative answers.

7. A planning guide shoulli assist the educational
planner in stressing to the architect those
conditions which are hazardous to student safety.

- --
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F. LFacility Planning Guide Should _Lead to Clear and SA Akg D SD

Precise Educational Suecificationk

1. A planning guide should not be so general that
it has no value to the educational planner in
communicating with the architect. SIM OM. MIMI MINIM,

2. A planning guide should be organized in outline firm
with easy checking scales to promote efficient 11.."

of planning time. ....- pm. MO IMIMP

3. A planning guide should assist the educational
planner in communicating with the architect
concerning instructional techniques and course
objectives.

A planning guide should assist the educational
planner in making suggestions about the spatial
intra- and inter-relationships of specific areas.

5. A planning guide should reflect the fact that the
vocational school environment should simulate the
future work environment.

6. A planning guide should include definitions of
critical terms such as flexibility and core clus-
ters.

111111110 OWN 1111/ND WIWI -MO

G. A Facility Planning Guide Should Recognize Change as the Only
Constant in the Educational Scene.

1. A planning guide should encourage new approaches to
vocational-technical education on an experimental
basis.

2. A planning guide should-encourage planners to think
beyond accepted or recognized educational patterns.

3. A planning gvide should encourage provisions for
future progrbm changes end building expansions.

4. A planning guide should allow for flexibility in time
scheduling as well as in kinds of educational pro-
grams. =MID MP GANINE.
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